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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Commentary:  LG Electronics’Selection of Dassault Systèmes ENOVIA 
20 December 2007 

The high-tech industry continues to be aggressive adopters of PLM programs and technologies as PLM 
continues to become more critical to the success of companies competing in this industry. 
LG Electronics has announced a major commitment to PLM and Dassault Systèmes ENOVIA PLM 
suite with plans to improve its design processes across all its design and manufacturing centers. 
According to DS, this comprehensive implementation will span over 12,000 users in multiple locations 
and underscores LG’s use of PLM to accelerate product design and time to market. LG’s selection of DS 
solutions also reflects DS’ increasing focus on the high-tech industry and providing solutions tuned to 
the industry’s needs. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Company News 
Autodesk Manufacturing Community to Select the 2007 Inventor of the Year 
19 December 2007 

Autodesk, Inc. kicked off the official Inventor of the Year voting process by inviting the manufacturing 
community to log onto the Autodesk community web site and choose which of their favorite 2007 
Inventor of the Month recipients should be named Inventor of the Year 
(http://mfgcommunity.autodesk.com/featured/inventorofyear/).  
The Inventor of the Month (IOM) program (http://www.autodesk.com/inventorofthemonth) recognizes 
the most innovative design and engineering advancements made by the extensive community using 
Autodesk Inventor software. Recognizing manufacturers of all sizes, the IOM program tells the stories 
of many customers who are achieving competitive advantage through design innovation with Digital 
Prototyping solutions. 
The Inventor of the Month with the highest community rating will be presented with the title Inventor of 
the Year. The voting will commence immediately and will wrap up on Friday, January 18 at 11:59 p.m. 
ET. The Inventor of the Year winner will be announced at the end of January 2008. Inventor of the 
Month winners for 2007 included: 
January 2007: Marine Advanced Research develops new seagoing technologies that redefine ways in 
which vessels go to sea. Marine Advanced Research used Autodesk Inventor software to develop the 
WAM-V: the Wave Adaptive Modular Vessel, an entirely new class of sea going vessel. 
February 2007: Rapiscan Systems is leading supplier of security inspection solutions that utilize X-ray, 
gamma ray imaging and advanced threat identification imaging. Rapiscan uses Inventor to quickly and 
easily create 3D digital prototypes of its products, which contain anywhere from 300 to more than 1,000 
parts. 
March 2007: BigToys, Inc. is a manufacturer of environmentally friendly commercial playground 
equipment. With an emphasis on caring for the environment as much as on children, BigToys uses 
Inventor to continue its role as a leader in the playground equipment industry by promoting 
environmental awareness and responsible stewardship of natural resources. 
April 2007: Famed Zywiec is the largest producer of medical equipment in Poland, manufacturing 
hundreds of diverse products and specialized furniture for hospitals and doctor's offices. Inventor plays a 
key role in helping Famed Zywiec design and manufacture their products with minimal waste. 
May 2007: Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) is a research facility operated by the 
Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology. LNLS allows a broad range of scientists to use powerful 
X-ray and ultraviolet beams to gain new insights into the atomic and molecular structure of various 
materials and relies on Inventor to design the equipment required for these scientific applications. 
June 2007: Michael Piersa and a team of college students designed a "Wheelchair for the 21st Century". 
Inventor allowed Piersa and his team to easily create an accurate digital prototype of their wheelchair 
and confirm that the scores of moving parts all worked together seamlessly before building it. 
July 2007: Jayco is a leading designer and manufacturer of Human-Machine Interfaces and used 
Inventor to package a new type of mobile electronic flightdeck for one of its aviation customers. These 
devices are portable computing solutions that enable flight crews to access critical digitized flight 

http://mfgcommunity.autodesk.com/featured/inventorofyear/
http://www.autodesk.com/inventorofthemonth
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navigational data and flight deck/cabin management documentation. 
August 2007: Magic Wheels is a developer of multigear wheel systems for manual wheelchairs. Using 
Inventor, the company has created a two-gear wheel system that makes it easier for rear-push wheelchair 
users to ascend and descend hills, or navigate rough and uneven surfaces. 
September 2007: SkidTek is a leading designer and manufacturer of modular processing and purifying 
systems for the pharmaceutical industry. Inventor software plays a key role in helping SkidTek to 
develop the most sophisticated high-purity modular processing systems on the market. 
October 2007: HTC Sweden is the market leader in machines for grinding and polishing stone floors. 
Inventor plays a critical role in helping HTC develop machines which use a diamond-based grinding 
system that can be used for any kind of stone -- including granite, natural stone, marble and concrete 
floors. 
November 2007: Franke is a global manufacturer of foodservice, kitchen systems washroom systems 
and professional coffee systems. Inventor helps Franke to increase the development cycle speed for new 
products by reducing the need for physical prototypes. 
December 2007: Craftsmen Industries is a leading provider of customized vehicles for the event and 
promotion industry. Craftsmen uses Inventor to create mobile displays, sophisticated, expandable exhibit 
trailers and one-of-a-kind vehicles that transform ordinary vehicles into visually compelling 
advertisements on wheels. 

Click here to return to Contents 

NGC Relocates New York City Office to Accommodate Rapid Growth, Additional Personnel 
18 December 2007 

NGC® (New Generation Computing®) announced that it has relocated to larger office space in New 
York City. This will accommodate the company's rapid growth in the New York market. NGC's new 
location is 1410 Broadway, 22nd Floor; New York, NY 10018. The phone number remains the same: 
(212) 768-0101. 

NGC has increased its professional services and sales staff in New York City in response to demand for 
NGC's end-to-end suite of software solutions and to support New York regional customers. These 
include Maggy London, A|X Armani Exchange®, Goody's Family Clothing, Axis®, Parigi Group, 
Bombay Industries, Alex Cannon, Yellow River and many others.  

"The demand for NGC solutions in the New York area has increased dramatically. NGC is experiencing 
tremendous growth nationwide, and the New York office has played a key role in driving that," said 
Alan Brooks, president, NGC. "New York is fashion - and our new office positions NGC for further 
expansion in this dynamic market." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Si2 Announces 5 New Members in the Design-For-Manufacturability Coalition; Texas Instruments 
Assumes Chair Role 
20 December 2007 

Silicon Integration Initiative (Si2) announced 5 new members of the Design-For-Manufacturability 

http://www.ngcsoftware.com/
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Coalition (DFMC) which will build on previous efforts to ensure that ICs can be manufactured in 
accordance with the original design intent. The new members include Infineon, Intel, Mentor Graphics, 
STARC, and UMC. They join founding members Cadence, Freescale Semiconductor, IBM, Ponte 
Solutions, Sagantec, Samsung, STMicroelectronics, and Texas Instruments (TI) in the DFMC. In 
addition, TI has assumed the role of Chair for the DFMC, a leadership position which helps drive the 
goals and activities of the Coalition. The former Chair, Freescale Semiconductor, will assume the role of 
Past-Chair.  
The purpose of the DFMC is to specify open-standards for software interfaces between EDA software 
tools and manufacturing software. The specification includes standard terminology definitions, 
semantics and exchange formats for relevant manufacturing information. It also includes standard 
software application program interfaces (API) for models describing different manufacturing processes, 
yield mechanisms and circuit behaviors.  
According to Nobuyuki Nishiguchi, vice president and general manager, Development Department-1 of 
STARC, "DFM issues are becoming one of the major bottlenecks to the creation of the low power, low 
cost, System LSI which our member companies are eager to build. We have great expectations that by 
specifying and promoting globally accepted Open Standards, the DFMC can significantly accelerate the 
development and deployment of effective DFM design flows and facilitate the communication of design 
intent to the fab." STARC is a consortium of major Japanese semiconductor manufacturers whose 
mission is developing leading-edge System LSI design technologies.  
“I’m excited to contribute to the DFMC as chair for 2008. Given the importance of DFM to the 
semiconductor industry, TI believes that the DFMC’s momentum will only grow,” says Mark Mason, 
director for Design Data Integration at Texas Instruments, and the new Chair of the DFMC. “As the 
industry addresses the challenges that new technology nodes present, close partnership with foundries 
and facilitation by organizations like the DFMC will be critical for industry success.”  
The DFMC will vote by year’s end to release their “DFM Dictionary” that now has almost 200 
parameter definitions that will be used by DFM models, engines and tools. The DFM Dictionary is a 
recent work effort of the DFMC, and samples can be found in the recent Si2 Newsletter, located at this 
link: http://www.si2.org/news_dir/2007/septnewsletter/sept07news.html.  
Future DFMC goals include establishing a DFM Parameter API, which will allow models, engines or 
tools to ask for defined DFM parameters by name and get them in clear text or encrypted formats.  
All interested companies are welcome to join the DFMC, and further information can be found at this 
link: http://www.si2.org/?page=487  

Click here to return to Contents 

SolidProfessor Announces Release of Self-Paced Courses for SolidWorks in Multiple Languages 
15 December 2007 

SolidProfessor announced the planned release of SolidWorks 2008 courses in German, French, Spanish 
and Dutch languages. Currently, SolidProfessor provides courses for SolidWorks 2008 and earlier 
versions in a self-paced multimedia training format to help SolidWorks users get the most out of their 
SolidWorks investment.  
The first course to be offered in this new format will be Update Training for SolidWorks. This will grow 
to include all courses currently offered through SolidProfessor, such as, Core Concepts, Drawings, 

http://www.si2.org/news_dir/2007/septnewsletter/sept07news.html
http://www.si2.org/?page=487
http://www.solidprofessor.com/
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Advanced Parts, Advanced Assemblies, Sheet Metal Design, and Advanced Surfacing, among others.  
David Ptak, President of SolidProfessor comments, "We have long seen the demand for our software 
from the international market and are excited to be making this transition. While English is a widely 
used language around the world, we feel that being able to offer our courses in a variety of language 
formats will help all users get the most out of their SolidWorks experience."  
Included with all SolidWorks 2008 training is a unique "Search-On-Demand" productivity add-in for 
SolidWorks. Installed as an add-in and accessible through the SolidWorks Task Pane, SolidProfessor's 
"Search-On-Demand" enhancement for SolidWorks 2008 makes it easier than ever for CAD 
Professionals to get their design problems solved without ever leaving the SolidWorks design 
environment. This new feature comes as part of the complete SolidProfessor Learning Management 
System (LMS) which includes features such as Automatic Course Updates, a Custom Course Builder, 
Online Testing and Reporting and Exercises with Downloadable Part Files.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Study Shows a Majority of Contract Manufacturers Incur Cost Impacts for Poorly Managed Change 
Processes 
18 December 2007 

Arena Solutions announced results from a companion study it conducted with 400 suppliers and contract 
manufacturers (CMs) to determine, from the suppliers’ point of view, concerns related to outsourcing 
practices with their original equipment manufacturer (OEM) customers. The study indicates that CMs 
blame poor communication with manufacturers for 79 percent of new product introduction (NPI) delays 
and 30 percent of product compliance issues (e.g. RoHS and WEEE), causing over 90 percent of 
suppliers to incur cost impacts that ultimately drive up outsourcing-related costs for manufacturers. A 
majority of suppliers said they see their customers who use PLM software to manage their design 
through manufacturing process experience fewer errors, improve cycle time, and lower outsourcing 
costs.  

Results of the study offer insight into the steps manufacturers should take to have a successful 
relationship with their manufacturing outsourcing suppliers. To share the full results and implications, 
Arena Solutions also announced it will hold a free educational webcast to present their findings and 
analysis tomorrow, Wednesday, December 19, 2007, from 10-11 a.m. Pacific Standard Time for anyone 
involved in the outsourcing process. To participate, call 1-866-937-1438 or register at 
http://www.arenasolutions.com/.  

Perception among suppliers is that more effective collaboration with their OEM customers is critically 
important to address problems including coordinating NPI, managing and communicating product 
changes, and communicating product information, (e.g. RoHS status), across organizational and 
geographic boundaries. A majority of suppliers responded that these problems create hard-dollar 
impacts, such as increases in inventory or unplanned rework and expenses, and often result in the need 
to increase charges to the OEM, raising the overall cost of outsourcing. Suppliers in this study noted that 
only 40 percent of the OEMs they work with are using PLM, leading to a high percentage of manual and 
time-consuming processes such as phone calls, faxes, and emails, and spreadsheets being used for 
communication, resulting in a high occurrence of errors. Suppliers clearly see PLM software as a 
positive solution, with nearly seven of out of ten saying PLM leads to improved NPI, and six of ten 
noting PLM improves change management processes and compliance.  

http://www.arenasolutions.com/
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In addition, the research showed suppliers preferred on-demand (SaaS) delivery over traditional 
client/server PLM software. Two out of three CMs believe Arena PLM is more broadly utilized among 
their customers. Suppliers appreciate that Arena’s on-demand PLM software requires no special 
hardware or IT staff, is easier to deploy than client/server software and is accessible from anywhere in 
the world through an ordinary web browser and Internet connection. And, all suppliers can be included 
as users on an OEM’s Arena PLM account free of charge.  
Suppliers who responded to the survey are acutely aware of the problems related to a poorly managed 
design through manufacturing process:  

• 54 percent of CMs compared to 35 percent of OEMs said design and manufacturability problems 
cause new product delays  

• 56 percent of CMs report sourcing problems because OEMs provide approved manufacture list 
(AML) information too late in the process and include expensive, hard-to-get and obsolete parts, 
causing late re-sourcing activities  

• 50 percent of CMs say they have poor change communication coming from the OEMs  

• Nearly 40 percent of CMs say OEMs do not identify compliant parts, and when they do, their use 
of compliant part numbers is inconsistent. In fact, one-third of CMs believe OEMs don’t know 
what type of documentation they need to supply and maintain for compliance  

“We learned so much about the challenges of manufacturing outsourcing from surveying OEMs earlier 
this fall, we decided to follow up with a similar study to get the supplier perspective,” said Michael 
Topolovac, chief executive officer, Arena Solutions. “What we gathered is that from the suppliers’ point 
of view, companies that are using PLM simply perform better, especially in terms of change 
management, NPI, and compliance. When these issues are managed with PLM software, OEMs and 
suppliers can achieve lower costs and allow outsourcing to provide all the benefits a company might 
expect.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Aras Upcoming - Discovery Seminars & Training Sessions 
December 2007 

Training sessions provide the education needed for success with the Aras Innovator solutions, and 
discovery seminars help you explore the possibilities of how Aras solutions can support your company's 
specific strategic initiatives.  

Both types of sessions combine hands-on exercises, overview presentations, and discussions to provide 
an in-depth understanding of the Aras solutions.  

Space is limited. 

Upcoming Training Sessions - Boston, MA  
Jan 14 - Aras Innovator Administration  

Jan 16 - Aras Innovator Workflow  
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Jan 17 - Aras Innovator Developer & API  

Upcoming Discovery Seminars - Boston, MA  
Jan 22 - Project Program Management  

Jan 23 - FMEA Quality Planning  

Jan 24 - Configuration & Change Management  
Learn More & Register Now >>  

Click here to return to Contents 

Autoweb to Hold Quality Manufacturing Summit, March 5, 2008 
20 December 2007 

Autoweb will hold an "Executive Summit on Manufacturing Quality" on Wednesday, March 5, 2008 
from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. at the Townsend Hotel in Birmingham, Michigan. 

Original-equipment-manufacturer (OEM) and supplier executives involved with manufacturing quality 
will be invited to attend this one-day summit to learn and discuss the latest innovations and technologies 
for ensuring quality and risk management across manufacturing processes. 

BMW Group and Daimler AG will be among the companies conducting seminars on manufacturing 
quality at the conference. 

A number of manufacturing data management companies will have exhibits at the conference. 
Exhibitors will showcase the latest technology solutions that streamline communications and data 
exchange between OEMs and their suppliers while reducing costs and increasing quality within the 
global manufacturing supply chain. 

"At a time when quality and mitigating risk are crucial within the global manufacturing supply chain, the 
'Executive Summit on Manufacturing Quality' is an excellent opportunity for OEM and supplier 
executives and managers to learn the latest manufacturing technology solutions available," said Nino 
DiCosmo, Autoweb's president and CEO. 

There is no charge to attend this conference for OEM and supplier company representatives. To register, 
e-mail solutions@autoweb.net or contact Mimi Miles at 248.601.7153. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Call for Papers PTC/User World Event June 1-4, 2008: Deadline is January 7th 
December 2007 

Submit your abstract to present at the PTC/USER World Event 2008 by January 7th! 

Get Free Admission if your abstract is selected - $895 Value 

From now until January 7, 2008, PTC/USER Inc. is accepting abstracts for presentations at the next 
PTC/USER World Event Americas in Long Beach, CA June 1-4, 2008. 
We encourage you to share your success with Pro/ENGINEER®, Windchill®, Arbortext®, Mathcad® 
or ProductView®. On the executive level, we welcome presentations on the success of business 

http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001kVOOLBGwqMgPXv-XR088gTwH6iLBtXJ5HwJFNZ3Qp54lEMhIsuGMZTocenA_iojcKn7PRPR5FZmZfSz3XMNX_3udhpSzwIIkOcl1kYh6w9bGyGZgUuhsg5y6kF6o9FuzW0FzevRKXLQ=
mailto:solutions@autoweb.net
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initiatives and process improvements with PTC solutions. Submit a brief abstract on the content of your 
presentation, and if your abstract is selected, you receive free admission--an $895 value! 
By sharing your great work with your peers, you not only help to further their capabilities with PTC 
tools, but you also earn the recognition you deserve both from other professionals, and from industry 
analysts, the media and PTC. 
Largest Global Gathering of PTC Users with more than 2000 attendees from 25 countries. Since its 
inception 18 years ago, PTC/USER World Event has become a must-attend conference for serious 
professionals who want to learn and share the latest information and innovations in Product 
Development and Dynamic Publishing. This year's event promises to set new records both in attendance, 
as well as in the number of opportunities for education, networking, and training. 
For more information on the abstract process, please visit the 2008 Call For Papers 
http://www.ptcuser.org/2008/cfp.html page.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam India Launches New Office With Successful Seminar 
19 December 2007 

Delcam India launched its latest office in India on 14th December with a seminar for over 70 delegates. 
The new office is in Nashik, in the north-west of Maharashtra State, about 200 kilometres from Mumbai. 
The city mixes traditional and modern aspects, being one of the holiest cities for Hindus as well as being 
a rapidly-growing industrial centre, particularly for automotive component manufacture.  

Highlights of the seminar were the latest releases of PowerINSPECT for On-Machine Verification and 
FeatureCAM for the programming of turning, turn-mill and wire EDM operations. PowerINSPECT is 
growing in popularity in India, with the increased emphasis on quality control making it a valuable 
addition for all manufacturers of moulds, fixtures and components. More than a hundred companies are 
now using the software in the country, with a variety of portable and traditional inspection devices. 
FeatureCAM’s feature-based programming methods are also becoming more popular, with the 
exceptional ease-of-use being extremely attractive to companies that are struggling to find sufficient 
skilled CAM programmers. 

Delcam has been operating in India, selling direct to customers through its own sales force since 2000, 
when it opened its first branch office. Delcam India is based in a new £0.5 million, 12,000 square feet 
office building in Pune. The company also operates offices in India’s main industrial centres, including 
Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Coimbatore, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Kolkata and Ludhiana.  

Delcam India has more than 60 employees and approximately 400 customers, including automotive 
majors Tata Motors, Bajaj Auto, Force Motors and Maruti Udyog, component suppliers Amtek Group, 
Varroc and Anurang, the Footwear Design and Development Institute and the National Aerospace 
Laboratories, as well as leading toolmakers such as CTM India and ASB International.  

"Nashik is an important region for Delcam as it is an up-and-coming city for the die and mould 
industry,” commented Delcam India General Manager, Vineet Seth. "We already have 20 customers in 
the area, including Shree Engineers, VIP Industries and Peter McLean Associates. With the new office, 
we are looking forward to generating a bigger customer base in the city.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Delcam to Show its Certified CAM Products at SolidWorks World 
18 December 2007 

Delcam will show both of its Certified CAM Products – FeatureCAM and PartMaker – at the 
SolidWorks World event to be held in San Diego, California, from 20th to 23rd January. Both CAM 
systems were awarded Certified CAM Product status earlier this year after meeting the demanding 
criteria outlined by SolidWorks Corp., including a high level interoperability with the most recent 
version of SolidWorks. Delegates at SolidWorks World will be able to see the latest versions of both 
products. 

The latest release of Delcam’s FeatureCAM feature-based CAM system includes increased support for 
continuous five-axis machining, more efficient turning through better and easier control of stock 
remaining, and an improved tool database with more options to link pre-defined feeds and speeds to 
individual tools. FeatureCAM 2008 also features numerous smaller enhancements and speed-ups, plus 
new and updated post-processors, in particular for turn-mill equipment, including the Mazak Integrex, 
Daewoo Puma and Nakamura-Tome machines. 

The new five-axis machining options in FeatureCAM 2008 offer a variety of methods for controlling the 
tool axis. This can be done either to access areas unable to be reached with three-axis machining or to 
give better cutting conditions. 

Many three-axis toolpaths generated in FeatureCAM are able to be converted to a five-axis equivalent 
by using automatic collision avoidance to change the tool axis when collisions might occur. The 
software automatically tilts the cutter away from the obstacle by the specified tolerance and then returns 
the cutting angle to the value set for the overall toolpath once the obstacle has been cleared. Other new 
options include five-axis trimming and swarf machining. 

Five-axis drilling is also supported. This new functionality, coupled with the advanced feature 
recognition in FeatureCAM, makes it possible to create drilling programs in seconds for multiple hole 
types and sizes, oriented in a variety of directions. 

Recent improvements to the PartMaker and SwissCAM programs have been equally extensive. Most 
important have been the enhancements to the Process Table function, the unique method within the 
software to control and optimise the synchronisation of operations on advanced machine tools. This has 
been made both more flexible and easier to use. 

A new option is Full Machine Simulation. This provides a more realistic simulation of the machining 
process by allowing the user to simulate true solid models of a machine’s actual components. Also new 
is the PartMaker Documentation Wizard, an optional module which allows the user to create, preview 
and print documents incorporating multiple views. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EuroMold 2007: Highly Satisfactory Result for OPEN MIND; Twice as Many Visitors to the OPEN 
MIND Stand 
21 December 2007 

A thoroughly positive outcome for OPEN MIND Technologies at the EuroMold 2007: With more than 
twice as many visitors over the previous year, OPEN MIND's comprehensive concepts and solutions for 
the reliable machining of complex moulds and parts enjoyed an extraordinarily high level of interest at 

http://www.solidworks.com/pages/swworld08/index.html
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this year's trade fair. 
A leading developer of CAD/CAM software and postprocessors, OPEN MIND demonstrated at several 
stands how efficient CAM programming reduces cycle times and simultaneously increases process 
reliability under the motto 'automated programming, reliable milling, complete machining'. At 
EuroMold OPEN MIND revealed comprehensive CAM concepts as well as innovative postprocessor 
technologies including all performance features down to the smallest detail. For instance, at OPEN 
MIND's main exhibition stand, visitors were able to see how hyperMILL® can be used to efficiently 
mill rims in a single setup in a 5-axis machining centre produced by the company ALZMETALL. 
"The range of interest in our products was very diverse this year," explained Ines Kaminzky, PR 
Manager at OPEN MIND. "Our solutions for 5-axis machining and complete machining with the 
millTURN® module were very much in demand. New products, such as those in the area of simulation 
with workspace monitoring, also garnered huge interest." 
The following trade fairs where the company will present concepts and solutions for efficient CAM 
programming are the BI-MU MEDITERRANEA (Bari, Italy, February 21-24, 2008), the BIEMH 
(Bilbao, Spain, March 3-8), the INDUSTRIE PARIS (Paris, France, March 31-April 4), the METAV 
(Dusseldorf, Germany, March 31-April 4) and the MACH 2008 (Birmingham NEC, UK, 21-25 April). 
Additional information is available upon request or from our website at http://www.openmind-
tech.com/. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Registration is Now Open for the COE 2008 Annual PLM Conference & TechniFair April 27-30, 
2008 
December 2007 

Join more than 1,400 COE members as they discuss the innovations of tomorrow. 

Education, Networking, New Products, and much more 
This year's event in Lake Buena Vista, Florida features three days of face-to-face networking, education 
and hands-on training on Dassault Systèmes PLM solutions - CATIA®, DELMIA®, ENOVIA®, and 
SIMULIA®. 

Voice your product needs with peers across many industries and acquire immediate, practical knowledge 
from session tracks presented by top Dassault Systèmes and IBM executives. Session tracks are 
established by industry "hot topics" as identified by the Conference Planning Committee, including: 

• Collaboration  

• Implementing PLM Successes and Lessons Learned  

• PLM Legacy Data  

• Working in Heterogeneous PLM Environment  

• And much more!  
With the addition of multiple new sessions and a new track, this year's conference features more 
education than ever before. 

http://www.openmind-tech.com/
http://www.openmind-tech.com/
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Register by February 28, 2008 and save $200!  
The COE 2008 Annual PLM Conference & TechniFair is a members-only event. Renew your 
membership or find out more information on a COE membership and apply today 
Visit www.coe.org for frequent event updates including technical sessions, featured speakers, 
networking events and more! 

Click here to return to Contents 

Sescoi and OPS-Ingersoll Run 5-axis Seminar in Shanghai 
10 December 2007 

OPS-Ingersoll and Sescoi hosted a joint seminar on 5-axis machining for Chinese die and moldmaking 
companies in Shanghai on 15th November. Over 60 delegates, from the Shanghai area and Jiangsu and 
Guangdong provinces, where the majority of toolmaking companies are located, took the opportunity to 
learn about the latest developments in machining technology from a series of presentations and a live 5-
axis cutting demonstration. 

Mr Meiyu, from Sescoi China, explained the benefits of using WorkNC’s automatic 5-axis cycles in the 
moldmaking process. Auto 5 takes 3-axis toolpaths programmed in WorkNC and automatically converts 
them to 5-axis, simplifying a task which can sometimes be very complex. Sescoi engineers went on to 
prepare the toolpaths for the live machining demonstration using a combination of 3-axis, 3+2 and Auto 
5 cutterpaths. 

During the machining demonstration on the 5-axis OPS 550, Mr Jung from OPS-Ingersoll explained 
how the rigidity and thermal stability of the machine, combined with its high speed control unit, 
contributed to the quality of finish for high speed machining. The OPS 550 is capable of feedrates up to 
30m/minute and a spindle speed of up to 40,000 rpm, making it a cost effective and compact platform 
for moldmaking. 

By combining the technology within WorkNC and the capabilities of the OPS 550, delegates could see 
that using 5-axis machining enables more of the part to be cut in one setting. This helps to reduce the 
need for resetting operations, and also the number of die sinking operations required to finish a mold. 
Furthermore, they were impressed by how 5-axis machining allows the use of shorter and more rigid 
cutters, which has a positive impact on the speed of machining and the quality of finish that can be 
achieved.  

WorkNC is already used by leading manufacturers in China, including Shanghai General Motors, and 
Shanghai Koito Automotive Lamp Company, while OPS-Ingersoll, well known for the quality of its 
machine tools, has recently established its operation in Shanghai. Collaboration between the two 
companies on a seminar program will help Chinese engineers to understand the benefits of high speed 
machining and 5-axis cutting technology. Utilizing the techniques highlighted during the seminar will 
enable them to raise efficiency levels and increase operating profits. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
IDG Technology Venture Investment Grants CAXA $10 million To Further Growth and Expansion 

http://www.coe.org/
http://www.coe.org/
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in China 
18 December 2007 

CAXA (pronounced “CASA”) announced International Data Group Technology Venture Investment 
(IDGVC) is contributing $10 million to promote the growth and expansion of China’s leading Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM) business.  
China’s increased manufacturing activity, both domestically and for export, means there is strong 
demand for CAXA’s PLM offerings. As manufacturing grows beyond China, CAXA is set to expand 
and become a global PLM vendor network, supporting the integration of China’s manufacturing industry 
into the global economy. This is the first time a venture investment has financed a Chinese PLM vendor.  

“China has a large, untapped PLM market that continues to expand with the growing need for domestic 
and international manufacturing,” says Lin Dongliang, General Partner of IDGVC. “As the largest PLM 
company and leading PLM provider for China, CAXA is the ideal target for our investment. We 
interviewed many of CAXA’s customers and partners before making our decision. IDGVC was 
impressed with their confidence in CAXA’s technical capabilities, corporate culture, and employees,” he 
continued.  

Many Chinese enterprises have advanced their competitive ability and corporate productivity by using 
CAXA’s PLM offerings, resulting in the development of more innovative products with reduced 
manufacturing times and costs. As China continues to become a center for global manufacturing, more 
companies will call on CAXA to help solve their PLM needs. CAXA’s objective is to match the 
increasing demand of domestic industries.  

“With this funding, CAXA plans to expand its service team while also enhancing the R&D development 
of existing PLM products,” said Lei Yi, President and CEO of CAXA, “IDGVC’s investment will 
support CAXA’s plan for expansion, and eventual globalization of our business by working with leading 
global providers in CAD, CAM and PLM,” he continued.  

CAXA’s PLM offerings include 2D and 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD); Computer-Aided Process 
Planning (CAPP); Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM); Product Data Management (PDM); 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (Internet DNC); and Manufacturing Process Management (MPM). 
Together, these offerings encompass a product’s entire lifecycle (from initial concept to final-production 
and after sale service).  

About CAXA  
CAXA is the market leader and largest Chinese solution and service provider of CAD/CAM/PLM. 
CAXA has more than 20,000 customers served by a well-established network of 35 sales and service 
branches in China, plus subsidiaries in the U.S. and Taiwan. Based on the mission of “solutions and 
services for the manufacturing industry”, CAXA has developed a series of solutions in design, process 
planning, manufacturing and collaborative management that tailor domestic practices of Chinese 
industry. For additional information, please visit http://www.caxa.com.  

About IDGVC  
IDGVC was founded in 1992 by International Data Group (IDG), a leading worldwide provider of 
information technology services. As one of the earliest American venture companies to enter the China 
market, IDGVC's investment focus is on Internet, information services, software, telecommunications, 
networking technology, media and entertainment. Supported by IDG's global resources, IDGVC has 
invested over US$300 million in more than 100 portfolio companies. Among its many successes are 

http://www.caxa.com/
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several companies now listed on the NASDAQ exchange, including Ctrip, Sohu, Baidu and JRJ. IDGVC 
also offers an array of value-added services and in-depth support for its portfolio companies in China. 
To date, IDGVC's total fund under management in China has reached US $800 million.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Agilent Technologies’ Genesys EDA Software Chosen by Maspro to Improve Receiver Design 
18 December 2007 

Agilent Technologies Inc. announced that Maspro Denkoh Corp. has selected Agilent’s Genesys and 
Momentum GX software to develop its TV-receiver and satellite-broadcast equipment. The agreement 
includes multiple licenses and an optional upgrade path to other Agilent EEsof EDA products.  
Maspro is Japan’s leading provider of TV-receiving equipment such as antennas, satellite receivers and 
broadcasting repeater devices, which often use frequencies greater than 10 GHz. The company’s 
designers were encountering performance issues when slight changes were made to the printed circuit 
board (PCB) design, requiring several design re-spins to understand and correct the problems.  
To solve these problems and reduce re-spins in their design process, Maspro added circuit and 
electromagnetic simulation to its design flow to improve efficiency. After evaluating EDA tools on the 
market, Maspro chose Agilent’s Genesys and Momentum GX EDA software.  
Maspro engineers who performed the tools evaluation chose Genesys because it provided the highest 
return on investment and the highest degree of accuracy, which Maspro needed to avoid the risk of 
design re-spins. They determined that the Genesys solution would help the most in improving their R&D 
efficiencies. They also preferred Genesys because it is available in Japanese and several other languages.  
“Our application engineers worked closely with key Maspro designers to improve design efficiency for 
their high-frequency PC board design,” said Mounir Adada, product marketing manager with Agilent’s 
EEsof EDA division. “I’m pleased that this leading equipment supplier in Japan has chosen our Genesys 
and Momentum circuit and EM simulation tools, and I look forward to working with them.”  
Eagleware-Elanix, the originator of Genesys, was acquired by Agilent Technologies in 2005. Agilent 
EEsof EDA continues to build on and enhance the Genesys platform, an integrated EDA software 
package for self-supporting RF and microwave designers and workgroups. From initial system 
architecture through final documentation, Genesys provides state-of-the-art performance in a single 
easy-to-use design environment that is fast, powerful and accurate.  
For more information about Genesys products, visit http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys.  

U.S. Pricing and Availability  
Current Genesys software suites include four bundles that are priced less than $10,000. Configurations 
for high-yield linear design start at $3,995. The Genesys/Momentum GX bundle is priced at 
approximately $15,000.  
Through April 15, 2008, Agilent is offering special discounts on Genesys products coupled with 
Momentum EM tools. For more information about Genesys suites and the current Genesys/Momentum 
GX discount, visit http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys-firstpass.  

http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys-firstpass
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To request a free software evaluation, visit http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys-evaluation.  

Click here to return to Contents 

As Part of its Education Program, Lectra Signs its First “Privilege” Partnership in China with 
Donghua University 
13 December 2007 

Lectra announced the signature of a “Privilege” partnership with Donghua University in Shanghai, 
China. 

For years, Lectra has supported education by offering the use of its technologies and expertise. To date, 
over 660 schools and universities worldwide have integrated them into their curricula. 

Above and beyond its traditional partnership program, Lectra wanted to strengthen its presence and 
actions targeted at the world of education by setting up two new partnership programs, launched in 
September 2007: the “Advanced” partnership – including end-of-study support and sponsoring – and the 
“Privilege” partnership – comprising a personalized approach and follow-up, based on a very strong 
joint commitment. 

The agreement with Donghua University was signed within this framework and is the first “Privilege” 
partnership signed by Lectra in China. 

As a key actor in the fashion industry in China since 1986, Lectra Greater China, whose Asia-Pacific 
headquarters are located in Shanghai, serves 1,800 customers including major groups such as Hempel, 
Youngor, Sabrina, Jiangsu Liberty Group, ACE Style, QMI Group, Hongdou Group, Ever Glory Group, 
Orient Forest, Romon Group, Embry, etc. 

Donghua University’s School of Fashion & Art Design and Lectra have built a solid relationship over 
the years. The signature of this partnership, which implies strong involvement from both partners, shows 
the desire of both sides to further reinforce their links and benefit from their mutual expertise. 

Based on a contract specifically adapted to the university’s needs, which includes a tailored follow-up as 
well as a very strong joint commitment, Donghua University and its students will benefit from Lectra’s 
expertise through conferences, internships and support for student projects. Lectra and Donghua 
University will also be encouraged to share information and data related to best industrial practices, the 
use of software and training materials. 

An insight into excellence 

Donghua’s School of Fashion & Art Design is one of China’s most widely-recognized fashion design 
schools. Through its seven departments, it provides general education related to textile and garment 
design and engineering for industry, with 160 instructors and more than 2,800 students. It is also 
integrating graduate programs and developing networks with renowned institutions around the world to 
reinforce its professional reputation. 

The combined expertise of the School of Fashion & Art Design and Lectra will allow Chinese students 
to benefit from the best tools and network. ”Our goal is to ensure that our students receive training that 
is perfectly adapted to the industry’s needs,” says Li Ke Ling, dean of the school. “We know Lectra is 
the best partner for us and has the best solutions. We are excited about all the projects we will develop 
together. The relationship between Donghua University and Lectra began with the use of Lectra 
solutions. Today, all workstations in Donghua’s fashion courses are equipped with the latest versions of 

http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys-evaluation
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Lectra software: Modaris for pattern making, Diamino for marker making and Kaledo for design. Within 
the framework of this agreement, some students from the University will also be able to install the 
software licenses on their own laptops.”  
Mutually beneficial interaction 

“In addition to granting the right to use our software licenses free of charge, we also give students the 
opportunity to do internship programs,” said Harvey Tseng, Lectra’s General Manager for Greater 
China. “We also plan to invite teachers and students to visit our headquarters in France. Lectra and 
participating educational institutions will have the opportunity to cooperate on joint development 
programs to create added value for both sides.”  
One of the best recent examples of the collaboration between Donghua and Lectra was seen at the 
CISMA trade show held in Shanghai in September. Donghua University students were able to 
demonstrate their talents at the Lectra booth during fashion shows organized on each day of the event. 

About Donghua University 
Established in 1951, after half a century’s development, Donghua University is a multi-disciplinary 
university with engineering as its main focus and natural science, management and liberal arts 
developing correspondingly. Donghua University is one of the schools of the Ministry of Education’s 
”211 development project.” It has established cooperative relationships with more than 60 higher 
education institutions as well as with recognized enterprises around the world. Students from 83 
countries have graduated from the university. 
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Autodesk Announces Craftsmen Industries as Inventor of the Month for December 2007 
17 December 2007 

Autodesk, Inc. announced that Craftsmen Industries, a leading provider of customized vehicles for the 
event and promotion industry, has been named as the Autodesk Inventor of the Month for December 
2007. The Inventor of the Month program (http://www.autodesk.com/inventorofthemonth) recognizes 
the most innovative design and engineering advancements made by the extensive community using 
Autodesk Inventor software, which provides the foundation for Digital Prototyping 
(http://www.autodesk.com/digitalprototyping).  

Craftsmen's offerings for the mobile marketing industry range from basic mobile displays to 
sophisticated, expandable exhibit trailers. The company also produces one-of-a-kind custom vehicles 
that transform ordinary vehicles into visually compelling advertisements on wheels. Due to the sheer 
size of these trailers and vehicles, construction of physical prototypes is not a viable option for 
Craftsmen-particularly given the tight turnaround time for each project. Rather than building, modifying, 
and then rebuilding a series of physical prototypes to get the desired end result, Craftsmen embraces 
Digital Prototyping as a way to visualize, simulate and analyze its designs in 3D before anything is 
actually built. 

Specialized Sheet Metal Design tools in Inventor give Craftsmen the ability to easily design sheet metal 
parts and incorporate manufacturing information such as tool parameters and flat pattern optimization 
into the digital prototype. As a result, Craftsmen employees are able to validate bend angles and other 
sheet metal qualities as they work, reducing costly engineering changes discovered after the design is 
sent to manufacturing. 

http://www.craftsmenind.com/
http://www.autodesk.com/inventorofthemonth
http://www.autodesk.com/digitalprototyping
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"As the foundation of Digital Prototyping, Inventor lets us leverage a single, 3D digital model," said 
Tim Matejka, Design Engineer at Craftsmen. "These digital prototypes enhance our productivity in 
several important ways, whether it's being able to quickly and easily make changes to our designs, or to 
communicate our designs more clearly and effectively to the manufacturing team." 
By using Inventor to create digital prototypes in place of physical prototypes, Craftsmen has reduced its 
average project turnaround time by 30 percent, allowing the company to successfully meet client 
deadlines and take on more new business. 
"Innovative companies like Craftsmen are realizing the ways that Digital Prototyping can help them 
reduce errors, improve quality and save time-even when transforming the wildest of ideas into reality," 
said Robert "Buzz" Kross, senior vice president of Autodesk Manufacturing Solutions. "It is a pleasure 
to name Craftsmen as our Inventor of the Month for December." 
About the Autodesk Inventor of the Month Program 

Each month, Autodesk selects an Inventor of the Month from the more than 700,000 users of Autodesk 
Inventor software, the foundation for Digital Prototyping. Winners are chosen for engineering 
excellence and groundbreaking innovation. For more information on Autodesk Inventor of the Month, 
contact IOM@autodesk.com.  

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA Announces Winners of 2007 'Engineering Excellence to the Extreme' Awards 
17 December 2007 

AVEVA Group plc announced the winners of its 2007 "Engineering Excellence to the Extreme" award: 
AMEC Paragon, for delivering significant project savings as a result of using AVEVA's integrated suite 
of applications; and DuPont, for its rapid design of a new world-class DTT (DuPont Titanium 
Technologies) plant in Dongying, Shandong Province, China. 

AVEVA's annual "Engineering Excellence to the Extreme" awards recognize AVEVA customers and 
the engineering excellence and problem-solving that goes into realizing process plant and marine 
projects, whether it be scope, environmental, safety, risk, completion time, or other factors. The 
recipients were honored at AVEVA's International Symposium for Engineering IT (ISEIT) held in San 
Antonio, Texas, October 22-24, 2007. 

AMEC Paragon (http://www.amecparagon.com/), the Americas' oil and gas hub for AMEC, the 
international project management and services company, was honored for its Integrated Project 
Execution (IPE). IPE is a work process that has allowed AMEC Paragon to measure and deliver 
outstanding time and cost savings across multiple projects. AMEC Paragon's IPE strategy enables the 
collaboration of all parties involved in an Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) project -- 
across all applications and executed from multiple locations -- safely, efficiently, and effectively. AMEC 
Paragon's IPE strategy delivered the following results on a retrofit offshore project: 

• 20% reduction in spool piping field welds 

• Zero rework of piping and structural clashes within the new installation 

• Project savings of approximately one month of offshore hook-up time at completion 

• 5% reduction of material waste due to lack of interferences, clashes, rerouting, etc. 

mailto:IOM@autodesk.com
http://www.amecparagon.com/
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• Reduced Engineering time by up to 10% 

• Reduced Offshore Visits by up to 70% 

• 50% reduction in Procurement group man-hours for major equipment packages 

• 90% reduction in Procurement group man-hours for bulk material packages 

• 50% in Document Control man-hours for client handover 

• 95% reduction in reprographic costs related to client handover 

• Creation of weight management reports in less than five minutes instead of four hours 
DuPont (http://www.dupont.com/) a science-based products and services company, was recognized for 
its rapid design of a world-class titanium dioxide (TiO2) plant in the City of Dongying, Shandong 
Province, China. The plant will be wholly owned by DuPont and will be the company's largest single 
investment project outside the United States. As a result of DuPont's history utilizing AVEVA's 
solutions, DuPont Titanium Technologies was able to extract existing PDMS (Plant Design 
Management System) models and arrange them together in a new model to represent the planned 
Dongying facility. This process greatly accelerated development of the first study model, which evolved 
over time into the current 3-D facility model. Front End Loading of the project was further accelerated 
because DuPont was able to hand over a fairly complete 3D data model of the plant to the project EPC 
contractor within 12 months. 
"AVEVA's customers design and build some of the most complex and important projects in the world," 
commented Rob Glasier, head of AVEVA Americas. "These awards are our way of recognizing the hard 
work and achievement that goes into these projects. We congratulate AMEC Paragon and DuPont 
Titanium Technologies, and look forward to honoring more of our great customers for next year's 
'Engineering Excellence to the Extreme' awards." 
For more information on the Engineering Excellence to the Extreme awards and to download a 2008 
nomination form, please visit http://events.aveva.com/iseit08/extreme_2008.doc. The deadline for 
submissions is August 30, 2008. 
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Barton Malow Moves to 4D and 5D with Avatech Solutions 
18 December 2007 

Avatech Solutions, Inc. announced that Barton Malow, has engaged Avatech to perform complete 
implementation services for the Autodesk Revit family to assist the firm with the design and 
construction of a Michigan state highway transportation facility. Barton Malow Company provides 
construction management, design/build, program management, general contracting, technology and 
rigging services nationwide. The firm’s annual revenues exceed $1 billion and large projects including 
the National Aquarium in Baltimore and the Detroit Airport north terminal renovation.  

“We have been working with Autodesk Revit to build 3D models with an initial focus on determining 
constructability,” said Barton Malow’s Mark Falzarano, CAD Coordinator. “Now we want to integrate 
the construction side of our business with the design side, incorporating construction phasing using 
time-lapsed models to visualize a project as it would be constructed, known as 4D. We also want to 
identify construction costs early on in the design process, using the model, known as 5D. Because 

http://www.dupont.com/
http://events.aveva.com/iseit08/extreme_2008.doc
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Avatech has so much experience and many successful implementations we will leverage their experts 
and apply that knowledge throughout the organization.”  
Avatech will implement Revit applications in the Design Group, creating custom content for the pilot 
project and providing core and custom training focused on 4D and 5D, to guide project members how 
best to collaborate on a project and to use phasing and costing functions to derive construction 
efficiencies.  
“Building information modeling allows the virtual design of a project prior to breaking ground and 
permits our designers and engineers to eliminate problems prior to construction,” said VP, Jim Dome, 
Barton Malow’s AE Services. “We see huge potential for better coordination, improved times to 
completion and reduced costs on the construction side. Pulling the construction schedule into the model 
itself to look at manpower issues and analyze construction on an ongoing basis is the next phase in our 
move to fully realize the power of BIM across all disciplines and all dimensions.”  
“Avatech brings our experience working with BIM at scores of customer sites, to forward thinking GCs 
like Barton Malow,” said Bruce White, Senior Vice President of Sales at Avatech. “Our professionals 
excel with clients who need not only technical help, but also best practices in design and construction 
collaboration across the entire building project lifecycle.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Black & Veatch Expands Use of aspenONE Process Engineering Solutions 
19 December 2007 

Aspen Technology, Inc. announced that Black & Veatch, a leading global engineering, consulting, and 
construction company, has signed a new multi-year license agreement for the aspenONE™ Process 
Engineering application suite to support its core business offerings. As a key element of Black & 
Veatch’s global growth strategy, aspenONE assists Black & Veatch in its delivery of high-value design 
and reliable engineering solutions to clients in the oil and gas industries.  

This agreement represents the next phase in Black & Veatch’s implementation of AspenTech solutions 
which spans 15 years. AspenTech’s engineering solutions are used in core business areas such as 
conceptual studies, front-end engineering design and detailed project design. The core of aspenONE 
Process Engineering applications licensed by Black & Veatch is Aspen HYSYS®, the leading process 
modeling tool for conceptual design, optimization, business planning, asset management and 
performance monitoring for oil & gas production, gas processing, petroleum refining and air separation 
industries.  

“Our company is a long-time user of Aspen HYSYS which is a core component of the integrated 
aspenONE system,” said Dan McCartney, process manager, Black & Veatch. “Aspen HYSYS is one of 
the principal tools we use to support our clients in core technologies such as gasification, gas processing 
and LNG.”  

aspenONE Process Engineering is an integrated suite of applications that dramatically improves 
engineering productivity, design quality and time-to-market by supporting Conceptual & Basic 
Engineering and Operations Optimization through consistent models, data re-use and concurrent 
engineering workflow. By providing insights into plant and equipment behavior for optimal decision-
making, the applications help companies to reduce capital and operating costs, and increase engineering 
efficiency and quality.  

http://www.aspentech.com/
http://www.bv.com/
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“This expanded agreement with Black & Veatch is confirmation of the strong relationship between our 
two companies, and highlights the value the aspenONE Process Engineering suite can deliver to major 
engineering and construction companies,” said Antonio Pietri, executive vice president, AspenTech. 
“The improvements in engineering productivity provided by the aspenONE suite will help Black & 
Veatch in the ongoing global growth of its energy business.”  
This transaction was signed in the fiscal quarter ended June 30, 2007.  
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CATIA Order From Engineering Partner Proves Technia’s Position as a “Total PLM Solution 
Partner” 
18 December 2007 

Technia recently received an order from Engineering Partner for a design solution, based on CATIA 
from Dassault Systèmes. CATIA enables virtual product design and Engineering Partner will use the 
tool to develop product design to Volvo and other customers. With this order Technia continues the 
expansion of its new offering “Design Solutions” that is focusing on 3D services and products, which 
also complements Technia’s other offering in the PLM area, ENOVIA MatrixOne and ENOVIA 
SmarTeam.  

Engineering Partner is an expansive consulting company, which is able to supply all competences within 
design. They perform tasks within product development, in co-operation with the Swedish and foreign 
vehicle industry and their sub-suppliers. Today Engineering Partner consists of approximately 45 highly 
qualified engineers in the field of product development.  

“We need CATIA to be able to meet design requirements and standards from VOLVO and other 
customers. We chose Technia as supplier of CATIA – we know that they have consultants with deep 
knowledge and competence in the Design Solutions and PLM area. We look forward to a fruitful 
cooperation with Technia that”, says Fredrik Blomberg, VD, Engineering Partner. 

“We have noticed an increased demand for suppliers that can offer a wide range of integrated PLM 
solutions among our customers. Therefore we constantly continue to widen our offering in the PLM 
area. It is now exciting to see that our new Design Solution offering, with CATIA in the product 
portfolio, is giving results. The order from Engineering Partner proves our position as a total PLM 
solution Partner and that we made the right decision to expand our PLM offering with Design 
Solutions”, says Johan Schenning, Director Design Solutions, Technia AB. 

Technia helps companies to take new products to the market in a faster and more consistent way. We 
deliver the "infrastructure for product development" that helps companies manage the information flow 
in their products lifecycles – from idea to maintenance. 
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City of Amsterdam Wins 2007 BE Award 
18 December 2007 

The Physical Planning Department of the city of Amsterdam has won a 2007 BE Award in the 
“Geospatial Government” category for its IJburg project. Covering approximately 420 hectares of 
recently reclaimed land, IJburg is the first integrated and sustainable urban development project of this 
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size to be built in an environmentally sensitive area. Once completed, this multibillion euro project will 
increase Amsterdam’s housing capacity by 6 percent. 
The project includes the design and construction of 18,000 houses as well as apartments, schools, and 
offices. Together with extensive new beaches, these new facilities will provide shelter for, and support 
the education, employment, and leisure activities of, 45,000 inhabitants. Work on the site began in 1996 
and should be completed by 2020. 
The new urban area, which is formed from six artificial islands in the former Lake IJssel, requires a 
light-rail connection to Amsterdam, roads, bridges, water and sewer systems, utilities, and sports and 
leisure areas. There will be some 80 bridges over and in between the islands and also connecting IJburg 
with the city of Amsterdam. 
Arjan Molenaar, project coordinator for Amsterdam’s Physicial Planning Department, said, “The 
Bentley portfolio of solutions allows us to use collaborative workflows for land mapping, urban 
development, infrastructure design, road and rail track design, and much more to design IJburg’s new 
infrastructure and to model the cityscape in 3D for planning purposes. The breadth of Bentley’s 
solutions for local government has allowed us to standardize citywide on Bentley geospatial and civil 
engineering technology.”  
Molenaar added, “Within this integrated environment, our design team can easily exchange information 
with governmental departments inside and outside of Amsterdam as well as with companies in the 
Netherlands and abroad. Once created, the information is reused many times and can be exported in 
multiple file types, such as DWG, JPEG, and PDF, to support all members of the project teams as well 
as third-party suppliers – even those not standardized on Bentley software.”  
Bentley solutions being deployed include MicroStation, MicroStation GeoGraphics, Bentley Rail Track, 
ProjectWise InterPlot, and RoPlan (a land development and management solution specially created for 
municipalities in the Netherlands). MicroStation 3D functions are being used for the visualization of the 
new urban skyline in the existing landscape, animation of solar lighting, and visualization of new public 
areas. 
A major challenge of the IJburg project is its location; it is situated in one of the most densely populated 
areas of the Netherlands and has a complex network of roads, canals, and air corridors. Designs must 
consider safety aspects such as minimum pass-height of bridges, flooding risks, and the height of 
buildings on the approach paths to Schipol airport. In addition, the project is in a government-protected 
European bird-migration zone that cannot be disturbed. 
Molenaar concluded, “Bentley provides a software portfolio that is allowing us to execute our project 
strategy exactly as any municipality would hope to do: in an integrated manner, making the most of 
collaborative workflows, within time constraints and cost budgets, and with a high quality result.” 
For more details about the city of Amsterdam’s winning project and all of the other 2007 BE Award 
projects, visit http://www.be.org/awards. For more details about the Bentley products and solutions used 
in this project, visit http://www.bentley.com/Geospatial. For more information on IJburg, visit 
http://www.ijburg.nl/. 
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Dassault Systèmes: MAN Optimizes New Truck Assembly Plant with Dassault Systèmes’ DELMIA 
Process Engineer 
19 December 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) announced that its DELMIA Process Engineer software is being implemented 
by MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG to help design and construct its new truck manufacturing facility near 
Krakow, leveraging best practice knowledge gained from its existing plants in Munich and Salzgitter. 
The new facility will produce TGA Worldwide trucks, a model specially designed to meet East 
European market requirements. Through 3D visualization of the building and workcell layout, DELMIA 
is helping MAN minimize costs and potential production problems.  

“We were able to considerably minimize costs and problems through simulation. We have already 
achieved significant synergies among the logistics, technology and assembly divisions, we’re a long way 
from exhausting all possibilities and will continue to review processes with DELMIA.” said MAN 
planner Thorsten Franz. A truck consists of about 6,500 parts delivered in containers to the workstations. 
Each container of parts must be available at the right time and the right place in order to keep production 
flowing. The DELMIA simulation of the facility revealed how the original plans would have led to the 
concentration of materials at certain locations and rendered feasible work processes impossible.  

MAN began by developing an initial draft plan of the new plant in Process Engineer using different 
assembly lines complete with line balancing on the various stations, such as framework construction, 
painting systems, wheel, cab and motor assembly. Then MAN used the software to configure alternative 
manufacturing designs, systems layouts, material handling, tests for use ability, and the supply concept. 
Additionally, line balancing and cycle periods were all placed in context, then visualized and optimized.  

DELMIA Process Engineer provides a comprehensive treatment of the relationships between product, 
process, and manufacturing resource data, including plant layout. It allows the planner to play out 
various scenarios to determine, for example, the optimum model mix or number of employees required 
to accomplish a certain task. This helps to avoid planning mistakes and obtain a precise overview in the 
process of the required investment costs, production space, and manpower.  

About MAN  
MAN Nutzfahrzeuge is one of the leading providers in the international commercial vehicle industry. 
Starting from its core market in Western Europe MAN Nutzfahrzeuge is already successful in the 
growth markets of Eastern Europe and Asia. MAN Nutzfahrzeuge offers customer-orientated products 
and solutions throughout the world – tailored to sectors of the industry and to transport tasks: trucks 
from the Light, Medium and Heavy Ranges via special-purpose vehicles, buses and coaches to engines 
and components.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Erzhong Improves Business Agility with Microsoft and Dassault Systèmes Integrated ERP-PLM 
Collaborative Solutions 
19 December 2007 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) announced a China customer win. The government-run National Erzhong 
Group Co., a steel industry heavy equipment manufacturer, has signed a contract to purchase Dassault 
Systèmes’ ENOVIA SmarTeam and several Microsoft products, including Microsoft Dynamics™ AX 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution, Microsoft® SQL Server® and BizTalk® Server. The 
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Microsoft-Dassault Systèmes solution will provide Erzhong with improved enterprise application 
interconnectivity for collaborative business processes, accelerating time to market.  
“Connecting our PLM and ERP data will give us agility for many business functions, such as bidding, 
sourcing, procurement and production. As we work with a large supplier network, these functions can be 
very complex. ENOVIA SmarTeam and Microsoft Dynamics AX will provide us with a holistic 
snapshot of product-related data to help us make smarter and faster decisions. We are planning to 
leverage and reuse this information to standardize business processes, like bidding and document 
management through business templates,” says the principal of the Information Technology Dept., 
Erzhong Group Co.  
China is undergoing a market shift from ‘Made in China’ to ‘Created in China’. In line with this 
transformation, local manufacturers, and particularly government-linked businesses that are very 
department-focused and dependant on complex business processes and protocols, are seeking new ways 
to compete with international players and increase global market share. The combination of Microsoft’s 
and Dassault Systèmes’ solutions provides a rich collaborative environment, a key factor for rapid and 
scalable data and process integration from multiple enterprise sources, as well as for enhanced product 
development and quality assurance.  
“Microsoft Dynamics AX provides customers with real time insight into their end-to-end business 
processes as a comprehensive and scalable business management solution,” said Kees Hertogh, director, 
product management, Microsoft Dynamics AX. “By working in combination with Microsoft SQL 
Server and BizTalk Server, Microsoft Dynamics AX brings increased value to customers to help them 
make more confident business decisions.” ENOVIA SmarTeam supports Microsoft SQL Server 2005, 
Microsoft’s data platform solution that delivers increased security, scalability, and availability to 
enterprise data and analytical applications, while making them easier to build, deploy, and manage. 
Microsoft’s BizTalk Server guarantees a seamless integration between ENOVIA SmarTeam and 
Microsoft Dynamics AX.  
ENOVIA SmarTeam, Dassault Systèmes’ mid-market solution for collaborative product lifecycle 
management, including product data management (PDM), enables time savings higher than 50 percent 
by eliminating wasteful manual tasks such as searching for and managing technical files. Leveraging 
Microsoft’s familiar and easy-to-use User Interface, ENOVIA SmarTeam facilitates the adoption of the 
solution internally. Furthermore, the advanced technologies in Microsoft SQL Server 2005 help 
ENOVIA SmarTeam customers reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and drive greater organizational 
efficiency through enterprise data management and business intelligence. Customers attain more 
immediate ROI with minimal disruption to day-to-day operations.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Kongsberg Automotive Improves Quality and Compliance Process with Dyadem Software 
21 December 2007 

Kongsberg Automotive, a Norwegian manufacturer of automotive components, is advancing its 
compliance processes with software from Dyadem, a Quality Lifecycle Management and Risk Lifecycle 
Management provider. Dyadem's FMEA-Pro will enable Kongsberg to unify its compliance reporting 
from development through preparation and production, providing an efficient way to meet its rigorous 
quality standards.  
Kongsberg Automotive develops, manufactures and sells systems for gearshift, clutch actuation, seat 
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comfort, stabilizing rods, couplings and components. Its customers are many of the top brands in the 
automotive and commercial vehicle market, including DaimlerChrysler, BMW, Ford, Audi, Opel, 
Peugeot/Citröen, Renault, Saab, Scania, Toyota, Hyundai, Volvo and Volkswagen. Failure Mode and 
Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a risk assessment technique for systematically identifying potential failures 
in a system or a process, commonly used in the manufacturing industry.  
"The cost of quality cannot be sacrificed in our industry. FMEAs are necessary and we can more 
efficiently and uniformly complete them with Dyadem's software and standard libraries," said Lasse 
Bjorkhaug, senior design engineer, Kongsberg Automotive. "We are not looking to force and enforce 
our employees to use software that complicates their lives. Dyadem simplifies FMEAs and lets our 
engineers do what they do best - innovate."  
Kongsberg Automotive is a global company, with 18 facilities in 12 countries on four continents. 
Standard libraries and knowledge management tools provided in Dyadem's FMEA-Pro will allow 
Kongsberg to share lessons learned across teams, divisions and continents. The power of Dyadem's 
knowledge management will save Kongsberg significant engineering hours on the more than 60 FMEAs 
completed each year.  
"All of our customers understand the importance of FMEAs, but without the Dyadem solutions, they are 
faced with the daunting task of trying to manage these studies as dynamic, living documents," said 
Kevin North, President and CEO, Dyadem. "As companies expand operations in multiple locations and 
countries, these problems become exaggerated, and the critical data that is being entered into these 
studies is often being unshared in the best of cases, and even lost altogether in the worst of cases. 
Dyadem solutions offer companies a way of effectively managing both the FMEA studies, and the data 
on both a departmental and global basis."  
FMEA-Pro 7 is a leading Failure Mode and Effects Analysis software solution that improves quality, 
productivity, and safety while providing a means for reviewing product and process designs and 
ensuring regulatory compliance. FMEA-Pro can prevent the same design or manufacturing errors from 
being repeated and cut down product recalls of new designs.  

Click here to return to Contents 

LFE Improves Design and Communication Efficiencies with PTC® Pro/ENGINEER® and 
Pro/INTRALINK® 
17 December 2007 

PTC announced that Loyalty Founder Enterprise (LFE), a global leader in the metal and plastic 
electronics enclosure industry, has standardized on PTC Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire® 3.0 and PTC 
Pro/INTRALINK 8.0 to transform its product development process and cut design cycle time by 40%. 
Pro/ENGINEER, PTC’s integrated 3D CAD/CAM/CAE software, helps companies develop detailed, 
intuitive and realistic 3D product representations, rapidly transferring innovative ideas into successful 
products. LFE complemented its new standardized design system with Pro/INTRALINK 8.0 to manage 
and eliminate data inconsistencies.  

Founded in Taiwan, LFE is a proven leader in the metal stamping and plastic injection molding 
industries with over 25 years of engineering and manufacturing experience. Today’s increasingly 
complex product development environment requires LFE to shorten time to market by compressing 
development cycles without compromising results. Prior to choosing PTC, LFE’s non-standardized 
designing process did not allow LFE’s engineers to effectively analyze key mold design elements. As a 
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result, design errors were often not identified until the physical mold prototype was created, causing 
rework and development delays. With geographically dispersed clients and teams, communication with 
clients, or even between concurrent designing teams and departments, was also problematic. LFE 
needed a solution that could create a common working environment and methodologies to improve 
engineering efficiency.  
After deploying PTC solutions, LFE was able reduce its mold design cycle time by 40% and elevate 
overall design efficiency among its engineering teams by 20%. Pro/ENGINEER also enabled LFE to 
decrease mold design change and BOM list development time. Designs were also quickly reusable, 
saving critical time that would have previously been spent on re-design efforts. This is extremely 
important when a project is under a compressed time frame because it speeds delivery time to 
customers. Pro/INTRALINK enabled centralized vaulting and revision control of Pro/ENGINEER 
models, relationships and functionality for improved information security and accuracy. LFE was also 
able to configure the level of access control of its employees for any project and then communicate any 
changes broadly.  
“At LFE, we can support almost any kind of metal stamping and plastic injection design-for-
manufacturing (DFM) needs. To fulfill such a promise of product quality to our customers, we have to 
ensure that for every project, we are able reduce project costs, minimize human error and improve 
collaboration among different departments to increase operating efficiency,” expressed Po Hu, general 
manager, LFE. “PTC’s industry-proven design solutions have enabled us to do just that. By utilizing the 
fully integrated Pro/ENGINEER solutions, our engineers can now develop all kinds of mold designs to 
fulfill our customers’ requirements within one application. They can also now manage data more easily 
with Pro/INTRALINK, allowing them to concentrate on innovative product design.”  
“We are pleased that LFE has chosen to adopt Pro/ENGINEER and Pro/INTRALINK software for their 
outstanding software architecture and capabilities, reliable performance, security and technical support,” 
said Brian Shepherd, divisional vice president Product Management, PTC. “LFE’s outstanding post-
deployment benefits are clear evidence to the rest of the industry that Pro/ENGINEER and 
Pro/INTRALINK are truly effective productivity tools that promote best practices in design, while 
ensuring compliance with any industry or company standards. We are confident that as LFE’s business 
continues to grow, PTC will continue to support their expanding engineering and design requirements.”  

About Loyal Founder Enterprise (LFE)  
Loyalty Founder Enterprise Co., Ltd. (LFE) was founded in Taiwan in 1979. With over 25 years of 
engineering and manufacturing experience, LFE is now a global leader in the metal and plastic 
electronics enclosure market. Operating strategically placed manufacturing sites, engineering offices, 
and logistics facilities throughout the world; LFE is an industry-proven leader in metal stamping and 
plastic injection molding industries. Its major subsidiaries include Axxion Group Corporation in USA, 
Solleron Corporation in Taiwan, and Loyalty Founder Enterprise Dongguan in China.  
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Petrobras SA Wins 2007 BE Award 
19 December 2007 
Petrobras SA, an integrated Brazilian company that performs oil and oil by-product exploration, 
production, refining, and transportation, has won a 2007 BE Award in the "Geospatial Mapping and 
Cadastre" category for its Obstacles Management System. This $20 million project enables Petrobras to 
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systematically map more than 40,000 surface and deep-sea obstacles in Brazil's Campos, Santos, 
Espmrito Santo, and Rio Grande do Norte oil basins. The new system reduces the time required to install 
pipelines by up to 40 percent, resulting in savings of as much as $100,000 per day.  
"Our new MicroStation-based system enables us to simply and quickly visualize in 3D all surface and 
deep-sea obstacles in areas of interest to help us research their characteristics," said Ruy Santos Cova, 
exploration technician III for Petrobras. "In addition to dramatically cutting pipeline installation times, 
this capability allows us to more precisely plot the most cost-efficient pipeline paths. With undersea 
piping costing about $1000 per meter, savings from our use of shorter piping paths can be significant."  
Cova continued, "Behind our new system's many capabilities is its use of MicroStation as the core 
platform. MicroStation made it possible for us to easily customize programs for the system as well as to 
develop a host of tools that facilitate data manipulation by all of our system users."  
Development work on the MicroStation-based system began in 1996. The fact that subsequent versions 
of MicroStation could work with legacy data with no format conversion or loss of data was essential to 
the success of the project.  
Before the development of the Obstacles Management System (known in Brazil as Sistema de 
Gerenciamento de Obstaculos, or SGO), the only way to pinpoint obstacles in the basin was to survey 
the area of interest by ship and use the data to create a detailed map. This had to be done each time a 
new piece of equipment or section of pipeline was installed and typically took days - and many dollars - 
to complete.  
As offshore activity in the Campos basin increased, the number of sea obstacles, including rigid and 
flexible pipes, manifolds, platforms, pipeline end terminals, deep-sea topography (bathymetry), and oil 
wells, increased as well. Consequently, Petrobras saw the need for a greater degree of planning in order 
to:  

• Prevent accidents in operations involving the launch or collection of obstacles in the basin  

• Decrease the amount of time spent managing pipelines in the basin  

• Prevent environmental accidents from, for example, a ship anchoring near submarine pipes or a 
pipe overlapping another and causing a leak  

• Increase the security of offshore operations  
In developing the new system, Petrobras first commissioned a survey ship equipped with a remotely 
operated vehicle (ROV) to map the entire 160,000 kilometers that make up the basin. It then used this 
database to create a comprehensive map of obstacles. The mapping was completed with the help of 
mapping software, precise navigation software, a global positioning system, and a submarine that 
detected subsea features by hydroacoustics.  

Workers in the basins now send daily reports of their activities to the Geodesy Management team, which 
updates the system overnight. During the past year, more than 44,000 users have accessed the system 
and more than 1300 maps have been generated.  

For more information on Petrobras SA's winning project and all of the other 2007 BE Award projects, 
visit http://www.be.org/awards. For more information on the Bentley products used in this project, visit 
http://www.bentley.com/Geospatial.  
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Rock-Ola Makes Jukebox Designs Groove with SolidWorks 
17 December 2007 

Bright lights. Sleek design. Precision craftsmanship. Sweet tone. And the promise of listening to a song 
you haven’t heard in years. These are the hallmarks of the classic Rock-Ola jukebox, whose presence in 
restaurants, dance halls, bars, and private homes has been a welcome sight and sound for more than 70 
years.  
Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corp. aims to continue building on its product’s legend by creating even more 
innovative jukeboxes using SolidWorks® 3D CAD software. The Torrance, California company 
replaced 2D paper drafting with 3D modeling to push the limits of cool, hip, and classic jukebox 
designs. Rock-Ola standardized on SolidWorks to reduce design and prototyping cycles and streamline 
communication with suppliers.  

“Working in SolidWorks as opposed to paper is like the difference between competing in the Indy 500 
in 1930 and doing it today,” said Rock-Ola Vice President of Engineering Ross Blomgren. “Not only 
does it speed design completion, it gives us the time to create multiple renderings of important design 
features so we can discuss the trade-offs between design innovation and manufacturing ease.”  

Rock-Ola CEO Glenn Streeter knows that a jukebox’s appearance plays a crucial role in a would-be 
customer’s decision to insert money and choose a song. He is a stickler about jukebox and wall-mounted 
unit presentation, according to Blomgren. SolidWorks software’s surfacing capabilities enable designers 
to replicate Streeter’s vision for attractive sound systems. The software also helps designers solve the 
challenges that sometimes arise when artistic vision constrains internal component design and fit.  

Design communication with Rock-Ola’s suppliers is easy because SolidWorks can import component 
design files from suppliers regardless of the CAD format. This flexibility minimizes miscommunication 
that can lead to errors while accelerating component design. It also ensures manufacturers capture the 
geometry to make a good-looking, good-sounding machine.  

“It doesn’t really matter what type of music you listen to, Rock-Ola jukeboxes have a special place in 
Americana,” said SolidWorks Vice President of Worldwide Marketing Rainer Gawlick. “Their cool 
appearance and sound depend on constant refinement of an already successful design. Continued 
innovation will further cement Rock-Ola as a market leader and cultural icon.”  

Rock-Ola relies on authorized SolidWorks reseller Hawk Ridge Systems for ongoing software training, 
implementation, and support.  
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Sandvik Selects Siemens PLM Software’s Teamcenter as its Global PLM Platform 
17 December 2007 

Siemens PLM Software announced that Sandvik Group, a worldwide high-tech engineering company, 
selected Teamcenter® software as its global product lifecycle management platform to be further 
deployed throughout the business areas of Sandvik Mining and Construction and Sandvik Tooling.  
Teamcenter, Siemens PLM Software’s digital lifecycle management solution, will play a key role in 
Sandvik's corporate strategy to build a global collaboration platform that manages all engineering data 
within a single system to provide enhanced product development capacity and improve the speed of 
innovation. 
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“For more than thirty years, Siemens PLM Software has helped us improve and rationalize our 
engineering processes and we are confident that the global roll-out of Teamcenter will further enhance 
our design and product development rate,” said Peter Lundh, vice president of Group Projects of 
Sandvik. “The Teamcenter PLM platform will provide a single-source data base for our product-related 
engineering data, enabling us to share and re-use design and product data between our worldwide sites.” 
“We are pleased to sign a major PLM agreement with Sandvik, a world leading supplier of mining and 
construction equipment and cutting tools,” said Arie van Essen, vice president and managing director of 
Siemens PLM Software in the Nordics and Russia. “Siemens PLM Software’s Teamcenter technology 
will enable Sandvik to enhance innovation and collaboration and speed up the development cycle to 
continue to bring innovative products to market faster.” 

The Sandvik Group 
Sandvik is a high-technology, engineering group with advanced products and a world-leading position 
within selected areas. Worldwide business activities are conducted through sales activity in 130 
countries. The Group has 42,000 employees and annual sales of approximately SEK 72 billion. 
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Telelogic Signs 2.5 MEUR Agreement with Aerospace Giant 
20 December 2007 

Telelogic announced that a leading aerospace giant has signed a five-year license and maintenance 
agreement for core components of Telelogic’s solutions for Enterprise Lifecycle Management (ELM), 
with a value of 2.5 MEUR.  

The pan Europe agreement sees the company extend and expand their use of Telelogic DOORS® for 
requirements definition, analysis and management, Telelogic SDL Suite™ (part of the Telelogic Tau® 
product family) for specification and development of complex, event-driven communications systems 
and protocol software, Telelogic Logiscope™ for static and dynamic code quality analysis and Telelogic 
Rhapsody® for Model Driven Development™ (MDD™) of technical, real-time and embedded systems 
and software engineering.  

“We are delighted that yet another global leading company has committed their future development 
plans with Telelogic’s solutions for ELM”, said Anders Lidbeck, President and CEO of Telelogic. 
“Today’s agreement is further evidence of Telelogic’s unique ability to understand and deliver against 
the customer’s needs in the most demanding of industrial environments.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

think3 partners With National Institute of Design to Provide Design Expertise; Sets up ‘think3 Centre 
of Excellence’ at NID Campus 
12 December 2007 

think3 Inc.® signed a Memorandum of Understanding with National Institute of Design during the 7th 
CII-NID Summit. Under this arrangement think3 would work with NID for instituting ‘think3 centre of 
excellence’ to provide its design expertise at NID campus. 
‘The Centre of Excellence’ at NID, Bangalore would have the full think3 suite of software products, 
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which will be accessible to NID Staff, consultants, visiting faculties, students and Alumni. think3 will be 
providing software equivalent to half a million Euros to NID for the purpose of academic pursuit, 
collaboration with industry and research and development in design related areas. In addition, NID will 
also, carry out various projects using think3 software for validating their technical capability in product 
design hence promoting the utilization of think3’s software for commercial utilization across other 
industries. 
According to Mr. Sivaram Narjala, Managing Director, think3, “India has a pool of talent and it has 
always been thnk3’s endeavor to nurture young talent. With this, think3 has achieved its mission of 
sharing its knowledge base to youth by getting associated with the premium design institute, NID to 
provide its design expertise”. 
"It is a very positive sign that corporates are extending their support towards instilling domain expertise 
in various fields for educational programs” said Dr. Darlie O Koshy, Director, NID. “Setting up of 
‘think3 centre of excellence’ at NID campus will add on to NID’s resources and will enrich its design 
development process,” he added. 
think3 in association with NID alumni would also set up ‘Design Clinics’ and ‘Design Incubation 
Centre’ at NID campus. The setting up of Design centres would enable students to be industry-ready and 
would open unlimited channels to web based technical support to students in the field of design area. 
think3 will also work with NID to develop a curriculum on think3’s flagship product software 
(Industrial Design) for students of NID to develop proficiency. 
About National Institute of Design 

National Institute of Design (NID) is internationally acclaimed as one of the foremost educational and 
research institutions for industrial, communication, textile and IT integrated (experiential) design. NID 
is an autonomous institution under the aegis of Commerce and Industry, Government of India and is 
recognized by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Government of India as a Scientific 
& Industrial Research Organization. For details visit http://www.nid.edu/ 
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World Leading Defense Manufacturer Signs 700,000 USD Agreement with Telelogic 
18 December 2007 

Telelogic announced that it has signed a 700,000 USD license and maintenance agreement with one of 
the world’s leading providers of defense technology.  

The agreement sees the company increase their investment in Telelogic DOORS® for requirements 
definition, analysis and management and add Telelogic System Architect® for business process and 
enterprise architecture modeling to ensure they can deliver the solution that meet the rigorous demands 
of their government contracts.  

“The customer decision to increase their investment in Telelogic’s market leading requirements solution 
and to add System Architect as the only products capable of delivering against the exacting demands of 
the defense industry further evidences Telelogic as the defense industries solution provider of choice,” 
said Anders Lidbeck President and CEO of Telelogic.  
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Product News 
Agni Link CAD-ERP Data Integration Solution for Microsoft Dynamics Earns SolidWorks Solution 
Partner Status 
19 December 2007 

Elmo Solutions announced that Agni Link, its live, bi-di-rectional CAD-ERP data integration system for 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Dynamics AX and Dynamics GP, has been awarded "Solution Partner 
Product" status by the SolidWorks Partner Program.  
To attain this certification, the Agni Link CAD-ERP Data Integration System had to meet criteria 
outlined by SolidWorks Corp., including a high level interoperability with SolidWorks. Certification is 
granted by SolidWorks once the product has been approved after a rigorous review process. The 
Solution Partner Product designation was developed by SolidWorks to help end users identify best-in-
class application software products that work well with SolidWorks. The Solution Partner Product award 
indicates that, in the view of SolidWorks Corp., the Agni Link CAD-ERP Data Integration System has 
demonstrated "World-class functionality, integration and interoperability with SolidWorks applications."  
"Achieving Solution Partner Product status is an important milestone for the Elmo Solutions family of 
products," says Science Officer Ricardo Talbot. "Elmo Solution’s development team is dedicated to 
providing the highest level of dependability to its SolidWorks users. Knowing Agni Link is a Solution 
Partner product will reassure these users they are achieving a very high level of productivity when using 
Agni Link and SolidWorks."  
Agni Link is a companion application to SolidWorks, AutoCAD or Autodesk Inventor that provides 
real-time, bidirectional integration with Microsoft Dynamics. It is the only application of its kind that 
offers a unique and reliable way to integrate CAD and Microsoft Dynamics data, automatically 
resolving discrepancies, and allowing editing of CAD data using possible values obtained "live" from 
Microsoft Dynamics, thus ensuring perfect synchronization of both data sets and completely eliminating 
redundant data entry as well as eliminating costly errors.  
Agni Link can process and synchronize a wide range of product data from either environment, 
including: 

• Bills of Materials (BoMs) 

• Estimating 

• Sales Quotes 

• Business Process Management (BPM) data 

• Work Orders 

• Production Orders 

• Production Schedules 

• Product Catalogs 

• Product Configurations 

• Parts Catalogs 
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• Technical Documentation 

• Supply Chain Data 

• Document Management 

• CRM data 
Yielding high Return on Investment, Agni Link typically pays for itself in 60-90 days in ETO-intensive 
environments. Agni Link addresses the needs of SolidWorks and Microsoft Dynamics users sharing 
product data throughout the enterprise. Designed with the end-user in mind, the latest release introduced 
powerful characteristics such as a new editing feature that allows extremely efficient populating of BoM 
data directly from the CAD environment, without having to go through the ERP application.  
Its open architecture can support a wide range of ERP applications, including 

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV (Navision) 

• Microsoft Dynamics GP (Great Plains) 

• Microsoft Dynamics AX (Axapta) 

• Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

Established in 1979, Elmo Solutions is a leader in CAD-ERP data integration, with users in over 50 
countries.  
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Anark Expands Format Support with Anark CoreTM Platform 1.1 
20 December 2007 

Anark Corporation announced the latest release of the Anark Core™ Platform. Anark Core 1.1 provides 
several enhancements to the company’s automated CAD data transformation software system, including 
direct support for three 3D data-exchange and visualization formats: VRML, X3D, and Autodesk® 
DWF™.  
The newly added formats expand upon a growing menu of high-precision and lightweight 3D CAD and 
visualization formats supported by Anark Core. VRML and X3D are recognized by the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as open 3D 
graphics formats for a wide array of data exchange and visualization applications.  
The Autodesk DWF format was added to allow users to easily export transformed 3D CAD data from 
Anark Core for use within Autodesk Design Review and Freewheel™. Design Review is Autodesk’s 
software to view, print, measure, mark up, and annotate 2D and 3D designs, and Freewheel is their free 
web service to view and share 2D and 3D designs.  
Anark Core 1.1 also includes significant memory-performance enhancements, enabling larger CAD 
assemblies and parts to be transformed within Anark Core Workstation and Anark Core Server. This 
will aid manufacturers seeking to transform product design data for exchange, collaboration, and 
visualization processes, including technical publications. 
“The Anark Core Platform has been well received by leading manufacturing companies that need to 
easily and cost-effectively transform and share relevant product data internally and throughout the OEM 
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supply chain,” commented Scott Collins, Anark’s Senior Vice President of Product Development. 
“Core’s expanded support for popular 3D visualization formats and improved performance extends its 
utility within critical collaboration, design-data-exchange, and visualization applications." 
Additional information about the Anark Core Platform can be found at http://www.anark.com or by 
contacting an Anark representative at solutions@anark.com.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Aras Partner BCS Provides Aras Innovator in Chinese 
December 2007 

Over the past year, Aras’ strategic alliance partner BCS (Broadway Consulting Services) has been 
working with companies in China, Taiwan, and throughout Asia providing services, support, and 
training for Aras Innovator.  

As Asian companies continue to expand and engage in global collaboration PLM is increasingly 
necessary to manage development and operations. Through partnerships with Aras and Microsoft, BCS 
is bringing the Aras Innovator open solutions for PLM to the region. BCS is there helping businesses 
achieve greater innovation by taking advantage of the most advanced enterprise SOA available on the 
Microsoft platform.  

Thousands of companies have been visiting the BCS website and engaging in the Aras Community 
Network, and BCS now holds their Aras training sessions at the Microsoft training centers to 
accommodate student demand. 

BCS has conducted translations of the Aras software solutions into the Traditional Chinese and 
Simplified Chinese language variations.  

If your company has offices or plants in Asia that need enterprise PLM or if you are working with a 
partner in Asia that you feel could benefit by knowing about Aras, contact BCS to learn more.  

BCS Website 
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Autodesk and Primavera Partner to Strengthen Interoperability 
17 December 2007 

Autodesk, Inc. and Primavera Systems announced that they have entered into an agreement to facilitate 
interoperability between their solutions for architecture, engineering and construction (AEC). Through 
Autodesk's membership in Primavera's Technology Partner program, Primavera will continue to support 
a link between its solutions and NavisWorks, Autodesk's recently acquired solution for 3D coordination, 
collaboration and sequencing in design and construction. 
"Primavera is continually partnering with best-of-breed technologies to offer our customers the most 
innovative solutions for their business needs," said Joel Koppelman, CEO of Primavera. "This 
partnership with Autodesk further supports our commitment to enable interoperability and collaboration 
throughout the AEC industry and gives users the ability to proactively manage change from design 
through construction." 
"Autodesk is committed to improving industry workflows," said Jim Lynch, vice president of marketing, 

http://www.anark.com/
mailto:solutions@anark.com
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001kVOOLBGwqMgqS3iQJfy-jxgJDN_AuKwMicwN-dxMoFnunzLm9qJwlrIWiFVchPa4yA52C2wpVZmeDDTU8HZpwo3WzMQmcTvKNezWL3SkfZhW3raOfgiSvA==
http://www.autodesk.com/
http://www.primavera.com/
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Autodesk AEC Solutions. "Through the partnership with Primavera we'll continue to help our customers 
aggregate information from multiple platforms, including both Autodesk and non-Autodesk solutions." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Launches New Hydraflow Storm Sewers Extension for AutoCAD Civil 3D 
18 December 2007 

Autodesk, Inc. announced the immediate availability of a new downloadable product extension, 
Hydraflow Storm Sewers Extension for AutoCAD Civil 3D, to support storm sewer design and analysis. 
The new extension, available free of charge exclusively to AutoCAD Civil 3D subscription customers, is 
being made available as the result of the company's recent acquisition of the business of Intelisolve, a 
Salem, South Carolina-based provider of hydrology and hydraulics design and analysis software for civil 
engineering. 

"The addition of this new analysis and design capability to the Autodesk portfolio of civil engineering 
software will enable our customers to obtain greater value from their design data," said Jay Bhatt, senior 
vice president, Autodesk AEC Solutions. "This acquisition also supports Autodesk's ongoing 
commitment to sustainable design by enabling our civil engineering customers to design and analyze 
efficient storm water management systems, an important part of low-impact development." 

A Stronger Total Solution for Civil Engineering 

Autodesk plans to leverage Intelisolve's technology and market experience to enhance its civil 
engineering solutions and strengthen its presence in the architecture, engineering and construction 
(AEC) industry. AutoCAD Civil 3D and Hydraflow Storm Sewers Extension support data exchange via 
LandXML and Autodesk is working to make these products integrate more closely in the future. 

"Our firm has been using Intelisolve and Autodesk products for many years, so we're excited that we'll 
now only have to purchase one tool set, giving us faster, smarter designs, a single point of support and 
lower maintenance costs," said Mark G. Lee, PE, RLS and president of Paul Lee Consulting Engineering 
Associates. "We look forward to seeing the design validation logic that we have come to trust with 
Intelisolve become more thoroughly integrated into our AutoCAD Civil 3D designs." 

Availability 
Hydraflow Storm Sewers Extension is now available for download by AutoCAD Civil 3D subscription 
customers at the Autodesk Subscription Center. At this time, the extension is available in English only 
and can only be installed with Civil 3D 2008. For more information, please contact your Autodesk 
reseller or visit http://www.autodesk.com/civil3d-stormwater. 

Autodesk Subscription 
For an annual fee, Autodesk Subscription customers benefit from a complete technology, training, and 
support program that protects their software investments by providing them with the most current design 
technology, web support direct from Autodesk, flexible self-paced training options and a broad range of 
other technology and business benefits. For more information about Autodesk Subscription, visit 
http://www.autodesk.com/subscription. 
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CA Extends CA Change and Configuration Management 
18 December 2007 

CA announced the latest upgrades to its CA Change and Configuration Management (CCM) solution, 
featuring new capabilities that facilitate compliance with change management policies, enhance usability 
for developers, and improve performance. The upgrades, which are generally available, also enable IT 
organizations to seamlessly and securely link CCM with management tools such as CA Service Desk.  
By delivering a system of checks and balances that supports strategic versus reactive change 
management, CA CCM enables IT organizations to efficiently maintain control of large, complex and 
dynamic enterprise computing environments.  

“Because today’s complex enterprise computing environments are characterized by interdependencies 
between application code written by different development teams and running on different platforms, it 
is more important than ever to maintain a highly disciplined change management process,” said Pradeep 
Bhanot, director of product marketing at CA. “CA’s Change and Configuration Management solution 
uniquely fulfills this requirement by allowing IT organizations to implement and enforce change 
management best practices—safeguarding the integrity and availability of critical business services, 
while also reducing the cost of ongoing code maintenance.”  

CA CCM includes CA Software Change Manager for Mainframe r12 with new functionality that helps 
IT organizations better control the development-and-release process. The new release:  

• Dramatically increases performance by supporting concurrent use of multiple z/OS address 
spaces and simultaneous execution of multiple actions.  

• Enhances compliance by automatically ensuring retention of earlier software versions.  

• Provides a single “promotion package” that can be reused throughout the entire software 
lifecycle, removing the need for separate packages as elements are promoted from stage to stage.  

• Reduces administrative costs by automatically detecting links between libraries for compiles, 
builds, etc.  

• Features an updated user interface that provides more flexible access to information and all code 
elements.  

“With 16 hospitals depending on us to address their ever-evolving IT needs, it is essential for us to be 
able to diligently administer massive amounts of code developed with many different tools for many 
different computing platforms,” said Glenn Harper, system programmer at Memorial Hermann Hospital. 
“We rely heavily on CA’s Software Change Management Solution to automate our software lifecycle 
processes, optimize our staff productivity and ensure maximum system performance at all locations.”  
CA CCM also includes a new product, SOA Integration Bridge, which facilitates connectivity to other 
solutions associated with the software change management process, such as CA Service Desk and HP 
Quality Center. IT organizations can configure SOA Integration Bridge to meet their specific needs, 
including defining custom fields and mapping data elements.  
CA CCM also features CA Unicenter Patch Management r11.2, which streamlines change management 
for packaged software running on Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 2003, and IBM AIX.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Digitaltest and Valor Announce a Technology Partnership to Deliver NPI Tools for Electronics 
Assembly and Test 
19 December 2007 

Digitaltest GmbH and Valor Computerized Systems Ltd. have established a technology partnership to 
deliver NPI solutions for Assembly and Test planning by offering integration between C-LINK - 
Digitaltest’s Design-to-Test product, and vPlan - Valor’s advanced process engineering software.  
C-LINK from Digitaltest has become a standard and leading product in the market, linking design to test 
and production and helping manufacturers to greatly reduce time to market, cut cost, improve production 
quality and improve profitability.  

Valor’s vPlan is a solution for synchronized process engineering in an easy to use package. It delivers a 
complete engineering process from CAD to machine in a single solution, covering SMT, Through Hole 
technology and manual assembly. The integration from a common data model between C-LINK and 
vPlan delivers a complete comprehensive and synchronized Manufacturing Process Definition (MPD) to 
the production floor through a lean dataflow, and automatically generates machine specific libraries on 
demand. 

“Both Valor and Digitaltest have created well established products with leading technology,” said Frank 
M. Völlinger, Strategical manager at Digitaltest. “The smooth integration of vPlan and C-LINK targets 
the increasing market demand for complete solutions. Together with Valor we are looking forward to 
keep on satisfying our customer needs to the best.” “We are delighted to have Digitaltest join our 
technology partnership ecosystem,” said David Bengal, Valor’s Corporate VP of Marketing & Business 
Development. “Great synergy is created through this alliance. Both companies have realized that a new 
method of extracting manufacturing and test definitions will improve the way our shared target 
customers do assembly.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Dyadem Software Brings New Functionality and Ease of Use to Fault Tree Analysis 
20 December 2007 

Dyadem bolstered its software portfolio by announcing FTA-Pro 2.0, the latest version of the company's 
Fault Tree Analysis Software. FTA-Pro allows companies to comply with safety and reliability 
requirements and eliminate product defects. Designed for enterprise risk management strategies that 
leave zero margin for error, FTA-Pro eliminates product recalls and manufacturing errors, and reduces 
the overall time spent on production and risk analysis.  
Dyadem's FTA-Pro software is used in a wide variety of global industries, including aerospace, defense, 
semiconductor, pharmaceutical, oil & gas, and defense, and is scalable to comply with most applicable 
industrial regulations. FTA-Pro is designed to prevent costly errors before they occur, but can also 
analyze previous mechanical and process failures so users can fully understand their root causes.  
Fault Tree Analysis methodology focuses on increasing overall product reliability. It is a "top-down" 
approach that begins by categorizing potential undesirable events, such as chemical leaks or mechanical 
failures, and then identifies all possible scenarios that can lead to their occurrence. FTAs are an 
invaluable tool for industries where even one small design or manufacturing failure can cause 
catastrophic results. Dyadem's FTA-Pro reduces the time and overall cost needed to complete through 
FTA analysis, and provides assurance that the data produced is accurate and actionable.  

http://www.digitaltest.net/
http://www.valor.com/
http://www.dyadem.com/
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"For growing enterprises that base their reputations on quality, performing Fault Tree Analysis is 
essential," said Kevin North, President and CEO, Dyadem International. "Our solution is so easy to use 
that you can start creating fault-trees within minutes. Companies can effectively evaluate and mitigate 
risks by predicting an unwanted event from occurring or reoccurring."  
FTA-Pro also integrates with other Dyadem software, including FMEA-Pro. FTA-Pro 2.0 can also 
import data from existing FTA software, reducing installation time and ensuring error-free data transfer 
from legacy systems.  
FTA-Pro's system analysis, event failure predicting, and risk assessment modules use advanced 
calculation and validation methods to deliver comprehensive data to users. FTA-Pro delivers best-in-
industry analysis by using three independent calculation methods-Binary Decision Diagram, Monte 
Carlo and Esary Proschan Markov-so results can be verified at least three times on the same fault-tree.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Engineous and Fujitsu Announce Partnership to Integrate FIPER and SynfiniWay 
19 December 2007 

Engineous Software, provider of the FIPER integration, automation and collaboration software, and 
Fujitsu, developer of the SynfiniWay service-oriented IT framework for technical computing, 
announced a partnership to build an integrated solution combining FIPER and SynfiniWay. This 
solution will accelerate enterprise deployment of simulation-based engineering workflow processes, 
captured and managed by the FIPER engineering framework, and scheduled as SynfiniWay virtualized 
services across any heterogeneous global IT infrastructure. It will enable effective use of dispersed 
resources across an organization and support collaboration between partners in an extended enterprise. 

"Engineous' market leading technology enables companies to integrate their dissimilar engineering 
processes and then automate their execution in a distributed computing environment," says Siu Tong, 
Chairman and Founder of Engineous Software. "Our customers continue to push the envelope in the size 
and complexity of these automated applications. In addition, globalization and the increasing scale of 
these organizations are major business challenges in today's engineering environment. Combining the 
strengths of FIPER and SynfiniWay allows our customers to take full advantage of these changes, by 
creating innovative processes to integrate tools and knowledge across their entire business network." 

"Engineering organizations trying to achieve global scaling face major operational challenges such as 
sustaining the user workflows over a complex and ever-changing IT infrastructure," explains Naoya 
Tamura, CEO of Fujitsu Systems Europe. "SynfiniWay addresses this problem by creating a robust and 
secure framework to virtualize data and compute resources, providing the solid industrialized IT 
foundation for FIPER users to run effective multi-site and even multi-company engineering workflows. 
We are pleased to welcome FIPER into our SynfiniWay framework enabling programme, and together 
with Engineous Software we see many opportunities where this solution will allow businesses to fully 
capitalize the potential of the extended enterprise. " 

Engineous and Fujitsu intend to develop a closely-coupled solution that will offer a transparent interface 
between the capabilities of both sets of products. Using the proven design process features of FIPER, 
engineers will build and launch composite multi-domain workflows incorporating any resources 
published from the virtualized framework. SynfiniWay will then meta-schedule across the framework 
and manage the implicit data transfer between services, in particular optimizing the direct movement of 
the large engineering data files . Development of the integrated solution is targeted to begin in early 

http://www.engineous.com/
http://uk.fujitsu.com/synfiniway
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2008. 
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GibbsCAM Support of STEP AP224 Demonstrated 
17 December 2007 

Gibbs and Associates announced the completion of a collaborative effort in conjunction with South 
Carolina Research Authority (SCRA) which allows GibbsCAM to read STEP Application Protocol 224 
(AP224) files. STEP (for STandard for the Exchange of Product model data) AP224 is the foundation 
format within the STEP Manufacturing Suite of the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO). This suite of STEP Application Protocols addresses the data requirements extending from product 
design through manufacturing engineering to machining using numerically controlled machine tools to 
final inspection. STEP AP224 specifically supports the transfer of manufacturable product information 
between design engineering and manufacturing engineering groups and includes both geometric and 
product manufacturing information, such as features with dimensions and tolerances. 

“STEP AP224 represents the next generation of product model data,” states John Callen, Gibbs’ Vice 
President of Marketing. “Not only does AP224 contain the geometry of the product, but it also includes 
the other information which is required to have a complete product specification necessary for 
machining. Traditionally, this product information has only been available to the manufacturing group 
through a set of separate engineering drawings. This initial step allows us to gauge the market’s 
reception of AP224 while establishing a technical foundation upon which further enhancements can be 
developed.” 

The STEP AP224 interface was implemented under funding from the Army’s Tank Automotive 
Research, Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC), a key client of SCRA. In the interest of 
improving overall operational efficiency and reducing deployment and maintenance expenses, various 
branches of the Department of Defense have been investing in STEP-based technologies. Today, a 
number of STEP formats are in use in various military maintenance depots throughout the United States. 

“We see GibbsCAM’s support of AP224 as an important step in its commercial deployment and 
adoption,” comments Dr. William Freeman, SCRA’s Director of Research and Development, Institute 
for Solutions Generation, which specializes in working with various organizations within the 
Department of Defense. “We believe that AP224 has considerable applicability outside the military 
supply chain and this is an excellent way to demonstrate that value to manufacturers of commercial 
goods. This also provides our military clients with a commercially available CAD/CAM system which is 
capable of meeting their mission requirements.” 

GibbsCAM’s STEP AP224 interface reads the solid model contained in the AP224 file and then creates 
features which correspond to the features in the AP224 file. The Feature Manager can then be used to 
organize and manipulate the features within GibbsCAM. A feature selected in the Feature Manager 
listing is highlighted and the geometric faces within that feature can be passed as a group to various 
operations which are used for machining within GibbsCAM. For example, hole features can be selected 
as a group and then passed to GibbsCAM’s Hole Manager for processing. The features’ product 
manufacturing information contained in the AP224 file is also read into GibbsCAM and can be 
referenced by the user while creating their CNC program.  
For more information about GibbsCAM or to locate your local GibbsCAM Reseller, go to 
http://www.gibbscam.com/, call 1-800-654-9399, or email info@GibbsCAM.com.  

http://www.gibbscam.com/
mailto:info@GibbsCAM.com
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About South Carolina Research Authority and STEP AP224 

SCRA is a leader in applied research and commercialization services with offices in Anderson, 
Charleston, and Columbia, South Carolina, in addition to McLean, Virginia, and Dayton, Ohio. SCRA 
collaborates with its industry, academic, and government partners to advance technology, providing 
technology-based solutions to solve challenges having a national scope, For more information about 
SCRA, visit the organization’s web site at http://www.scra.org/.  
SCRA’s Readiness and Sustainment Business Unit within the Institute for Solutions Generation was 
responsible for the development of ISO 10303 STEP Application Protocol 224, “Mechanical Product 
Definition for Process Planning, using Machining Features” and its registration as an International 
Standard. A format which is part of the overall STEP Manufacturing Suite that includes AP203, AP240, 
AP219, and AP238, AP224 provides production-grade product data. SCRA has developed a suite of 
applications to further prove-out and demonstrate the feasibility and operational benefits of using 
AP224: a product data translation system (STEPTrans), a product data validation system 
(STEPValidator), and a generative process planning system (STEPPlan). For more information about 
ISG and STEP AP224, visit the group’s website at http://www.isg-scra.org/.  
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T-FLEX Parametric CAD V11 Released 
21 December 2007 

Top Systems announced that T-FLEX CAD 11, the latest version of its t parametric 3D and 2D design 
software, is shipping to customers worldwide. T-FLEX CAD 11 delivers a new, modern, intuitive, time-
saving user interface as well as impressive productivity enhancements, fast 3D graphics, and advanced 
modeling features.  

The new version of T-FLEX CAD allows users the flexibility to adapt the user interface to suit the 
preferable working method, the current type of project or the current project phase: T-FLEX 11 offers a 
complete range of functions from 2D drawing and 3D design to manufacturing, finite element and 
dynamic analysis. The intuitive workflow predicts which tools users will need in the context of the 
specific task they are undertaking and makes them readily available. The new integrated tutorial guides 
users through the program's functionality in a step-by-step process. 

Connectors, the new model elements, significantly simplify positioning of parts and matching 
parameters when designing assemblies both in 2D and 3D. Extended set of options for projecting 2D 
views for large or complex models are several times faster, providing associative updates of drawing 
views after a corresponding change to the 3D model. T-FLEX CAD 11 uses Parasolid 19.1, the latest 
version of the leading production-proven 3D geometric kernel, with the new functions and improved 
algorithms for performing solid and surface operations. The new group of modeling commands is 
introduced in T-FLEX CAD 11 for changing the shape of solid or sheet bodies by various "deforming" 
manipulations. 

"We are very glad to see that technical and engineering strength of T-FLEX is now combined with 
terrific interface," says Pavel Perfiliev, Chief Designer, ROSS MTK, experienced T-FLEX user. 
"Switching between different working modes is very intuitive and 3D assemblies are faster, easier and 
more efficient." 
Significant improvements were made towards the comfort of handling large 3D models and assemblies. 

http://www.scra.org/
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The multithreaded data processing is used now in calculating the geometry of 3D operations and in 
finite-element analysis. Interface and graphics were adapted to nuances of Microsoft Windows Vista 
operating system. Import options were extended to support the latest releases of AutoCAD, Inventor, 
SolidWorks, Solid Edge, and Rhinoceros. 

About T-FLEX CAD 
T-FLEX CAD from Top Systems is a 3D modeling and 2D drafting software that enables engineering 
teams to develop products more quickly, at higher quality standards, providing unique parametric 
mechanisms combined with production-proven Parasolid® based solid modeling. T-FLEX is written for 
Microsoft ® Windows ® 2000, XP and Vista operating systems, and is distributed in various languages 
to customers around the world.  

About Top Systems 
Founded in 1992, Top Systems (Moscow, Russia) develops and markets comprehensive, easy-to-use 
MCAD/CAM/CAE/PDM solutions at affordable prices. For more information about the company and 
its products, including free trials, see http://www.tflex.com/, http://www.topsystems.ru/ or contact a 
reseller.  
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mental mill 1.0 Beta Release Now Available for Download 
17 December 2007 

mental images®, a global leader in rendering software and other tools for animators, visual effects artists 
and other high-end imagery and visualization professionals, announced that mental mill™ 1.0 Beta is 
now available for download. This is an advanced full-featured, stand-alone version of the previously 
released mental mill Artist Edition which is bundled with Nvidia’s FX Composer 2.  

mental mill provides an innovative new approach to shader creation which enables artists of all levels of 
experience to develop, test and maintain shaders via an intuitive and visual user interface without 
previous programming experience. This streamlines the workflow and allows users to focus on realizing 
their conceived images without having to first interpret them to a shader programmer.  

Additionally, shaders created with mental mill are platform and environment agnostic, so they can be 
built once to run on any configuration. Shaders need only be created once before being exported to Cg 
FX, HLSL, GLSL or other formats.  

“By putting the creative control in the hands of non-technical individuals, and eliminating the need for 
hand coding and debugging of multiple source code variants of each shader, mental mill streamlines the 
entire workflow,” said Rolf Herken, CEO and CTO of mental images. “The result is a vastly increased 
productivity and reusability of shader assets throughout the entire content creation process and product 
lifecycle.”  

mental mill’s real-time feedback facilitates graphical debugging and optimization of shaders early in the 
process. By taking advantage of the dynamic hardware-rendered preview, the resulting nodes can be 
viewed at any point in the shader graph, making them fully interactive. For advanced shader developers, 
the graphical debugging interface allows for visualizing the surface normal or color while stepping 
through every line of code, permitting very rapid shader development.  
Technical artists can also build Phenomena™, complex shader trees created from MetaNodes™, as pres-
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sets that can then be passed on to non-technical artists, ensuring consistency and providing a visual tool 
for teaching the fundamentals of shader creation.  
mental mill supports MetaSL™, the universal meta shader language developed by mental images. Using 
MetaSL, shaders are only created once independent of the target platforms and then compiled into 
highly efficient code for execution on general purpose CPUs as well as on GPUs or custom processors. 
By using MetaSL, a superset of all shading languages, mental mill makes it possible to repurpose and 
reuse shaders, and reduces the need to rewrite them for future generations of hardware and software, 
thus eliminating some of the barriers to asset sharing across mediums.  
“The cross-over in film, animation and interactive games combined with the diversity of available 
platforms, high costs and tight development schedules has fueled the need and desire to share assets 
across multiple forms of media and systems,” said Gary Yost, mental images Executive Vice President. 
“With mental mill, we set out to solve many of the problems that our customers run into within their 
multi-platform development cycles. The result is a more efficient process and shaders that live 
everywhere for all time.”  
The benefits of this technology reach well beyond the visual effects and entertainment fields. Both the 
streamlined workflow and visual, interactive editing approach created by mental mill will also benefit a 
broad range of users such as those in engineering, product design, and marketing.  
“Realism, performance and design excellence are paramount to both our core customers and today’s 
consumers,” said Jean-Luc Cuinier, CATIA R&D Manager for Advanced Rendering of Dassault 
Systèmes. “The mental mill shader technology from mental images is a significant advancement in 
rendering technology, both in terms of quality and ease-of-use. It serves as the ideal complement to 
Dassault Systèmes’ PLM solution for digital products and 3D on-line applications.”  
To learn more about mental mill 1.0 beta visit: http://www.mentalimages.com/mentalmill  

To download mental mill 1.0 Beta visit: http://www.mentalimages.com/2_4_2_downloads/  
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Translate PADS PCB, Protel, OrCAD and P-CAD to CADSTAR with New Migration Tools from 
LogicSwap and Zuken 
18 December 2007 

Migrating designs and libraries into CADSTAR, from incumbent EDA tools has just become easier with 
the launch of new migration tools by LogicSwap, Zuken's preferred provider for CADSTAR migration 
software. Schematics, libraries and PCB designs can be moved into Zuken's desktop-based PCB design 
suite, CADSTAR, from Cadence Allegro and Orcad, Mentor Graphics PADS (PCB only), and Altium 
Protel and P-CAD; without having a negative impact on design schedules.  

The two companies have been working together now for over six years to help users realize the benefits 
of CADSTAR in shorter time frames at minimal costs. This is the latest significant development 
between EDA interface provider LogicSwap and Zuken, since the launch of the migration tool for P-
CAD to CADSTAR in February 2005.  

“We are constantly working to support the latest CADSTAR functionality. Doing so allows our 
solutions to migrate and maximize the integrity of the designs once in CADSTAR” said Dilip Patil, 
President of LogicSwap Solutions, part of DSP Inc.  

http://www.mentalimages.com/mentalmill
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“Gone will be the days when people rule out the notion of moving to a new PCB design tool like 
CADSTAR because of issues associated with losing design data or having to maintain the historical 
design environment. Users can move all the data over to CADSTAR from previous designs to enable 
them to re-use symbols, footprints and other supporting design data, and in addition, benefit from the 
flexibility to rework old designs originally created in the legacy tool within CADSTAR,” commented 
Jeroen Leinders, Zuken's CADSTAR Distribution Manager.  
For more information and details on introductory pricing offers for the new CADSTAR migration 
modules visit http://www.cadstarworld.com/migrate or http://www.logicswap.com/ or contact your local 
CADSTAR distributor.  
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